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Generalized Fault Tree Ana1ysisCombined with State Analysis

Abstract

An ana1ytica1 theory has been deve10ped which a110ws mne to
ca1cu1ate the occurrence probability of the top event of a fault tree
with multistate (two or more than two states) components.

It is shown that, in order to correctly describe a system with multi
state components, a special type of boolean algebra is required. This is
called Itboolean algebra with restrictions on variables lt and its basic rules
are the same as those of the traditional boolean algebra with some additional
restrictions on the variables. These restrictions areextensivelydiscussed
in the paper. It is also shown that the boo1ean algebra with restrictions on
variables facilitates the task of formally combining fault tree analysis with state
~na~ysis.

The definition of component has been generalized. A new c1assifica
tion of components into priviledged andunprivileged is proposed. It is
shown that this c1assification eas~s the ca1cu1ation 0:1; the expecta,tian. of
a s.tQchas.tic. bOQleanya,'l:'iahlees.pecia.lly tn the ca,ae pi. s.tl!J,th.tica1 depEmdence.

The problem of statistical dependence has been solved either (1) by
removing it, that is by replacing in the fault tree the statistically
dependent primary variables by means of Itad hoclt new defined primary
variables or (2) by evaluating separately (by means of the state analysis)
the conditional probabilities of the statistically dependent events. The
theory then provides the tools for correctly incorporating these conditional
probabilities in the fault tree analysis. Criteria to establish which one of
the two methods should be used are given in the paper.

A new definition of coherent boolean function is given in the paper.

Important features of the method are the identification of the complete
base and of an irredundant base of a boolean function which does not neces
sarily need to be coherent. The identification of the comp1ete as we11 as of
an irredundant base of a Doo1ean function requires theapp1ication of some
a1gorithms which are not used in today's computer programmes for fault tree
analysis. It is also shown that the know1edge of the comp1ete base offers
the pössibi1ity to find out whether or not two fault trees of the same sy
stem are equa1, a1though they look apparently different.

The paper includes also small demonstrative examplesto il1ustrate
the theory.

The computer program MUSTAFA 1 based on the above theory has been
developed. It can analyse fault trees of system containing statistically
independent as weIl as dependent components with two or more than two
states. MUSTAFA I can handle coherent as weIl as non coherent boolean
functions.



Kombinatipn von Fehlerbaumanalyse und Zustandsanalyse

Kurzfassung

Es wurde eine analytische Theorie entwickelt, mit der die Eintrittswahr
scheinlichkeit des Top-Ereignisses eines Fehlerbaums mit Komponenten, die
mehrere Zustände haben k~nnen (2 oder mehr als 2), berechnet werden kann.

Es wird gezeigt, daß eine spezielle Boolesche Algebra ben~tigt wird, um
ein System mit solchen Komponenten richtig beschreiben zu k~nnen. Es ist
die sogenannte "Boolesche Algebra mit beschränkten Variablen"; ihre
Grundregeln sind die gleichen wie bei der gew~hnlichen Booleschen Algebra,
mit einigen zusätzlichen Beschränkungen bezüglich der Variablen. Diese
Beschränkungen werden im vorliegenden Beitrag ausführlich diskutiert.
Außerdem wird gezeigt, daß die Boolesche Algebra mit beschränkten
Variablen die Aufgabe der formellen Kombination von Fehlerbaumanalyse
und Zustandsanalyse erleichtert

Die Definition der Komponenten wurde allgemeiner formuliert. Es wird eine
neue Einteilung der Komponenten in privilegierte und nicht privilegierte
Komponenten vorgeschlagen und gezeigt, daß diese Eihteilung die Berech
nung der Erwartung einer stochastischen Booleschen Variablen, insbesondere
bei statistischer Abhängigkeit, erleichtert.

Die Frage der statistischen Abhängigkeit wurde auf zwei Arten gel~st:

(1) durch Ausschalten, d.h., die statistIsch abhängigen, primären Variab
len werden im Fehlerbaum ersetzt durch "ad hoc" neu definierte primäre
Variablen; oder (2) durch getrennte Ermittlung (mit Hilfe der Zustands
analyse) der bedingten Wahrscheinlichkeiten der statistisch abhängigen
Ereignisse. Die Theorie liefert dann die M~glichkeiten für eine korrekte
Berücksichtigung dieser bedingten Wahrscheinlichkeiten in der Fehlerbaum
analyse. Der Bericht enthält Kriterien dafür, welche der beiden Methoden
benutzt werden sollte.

Eine neue Definition einer kohärenten Booleschen Funktion ist im Bericht
enthalten.

Wichtige Merkmale der Methode sind die Identifizierung der vollständigen
Basis und einer nichtredundanten Basis einer Booleschen Funktion, die
nicht unbedingt kohärent sein muß. Die Identifizierung der vollständigen
sowie einer nichtredundanten Basis einet Booleschen Funktion verlangt
den Einsatz einiger Algorithmen, die in den derzeitigen Rechenprograrnrnen
für die Fehlerbaumanalyse nicht benutzt werden. Weiterhin wird gezeigt,
daß die Kenntnis der vollständigen Basi~ die M~glichkeit liefert festzu
stellen, ob zwei Fehlerbäume desselben Systems auch dann gleich sind, wenn
sie unterschiedliche Struktur haben.

Der Beitrag enthält darüber hinaus kleine Demonstrationsbeispiele zur
Erläuterung der Theorie.

Das auf der genannten Theorie beruhende Rechenprograrnrn MUSTAFA I wurde
entwickelt. Mit ihm können Fehlerbäume eines Systems analysiert werden,
das sowohl statistisch unabhängige als auch abhängige Komponenten mit 2
oder mehr als 2 Zuständen enthält. y-illSTAFA I kann kohärente wie auch in
kohärente Boolesche Funktionen bearbeiten.
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INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the occurrence probability of the top event
of a fault tree can be carried out by means of simulation methods
(Monte Cartlo-type methods) or by means of analytical methods.
Numerical simulation allows reliability information to be obtained
for systems of almost any degree of complexity. However, this method
provides only estimates and no parametric relation can be obtained.
In addition, since the failure probability of a system is usually
very low, precise results can be achieved only at the expense of
very long computational times.

Analytical methods give more insight and understanding because
explicit relationships are obtainable. Results are also more precise
because these methods usually give the exact solution of the problem.

In 1970 Vesely /1/ gave the foundations of the analytical method
for fault tree analysis.

Vesely's theory was improved by the author. A computer pro
gram for fault tree analysis was developed based on this theory
/16; 8/. This computer program proved to be the best analytical
program for fault tree analysis in the Federal Republic of Germany
/17/.

Vesely's method can be applied only to coherent systems with
binary (two states) components. Another important limitation of the
method is that the boolean function which describes the top variable
of the fault tree must not contain negated variables.Finally the theory
does not give any indication on how to handle statistically de~

pendent components.

Since there are components (e.g. a switch) which have more than
two states, a theory was developed by the author in 1977 /2/ to handle
systems with multistate components. Here the basic idea to associate
the primary variables with the states of the primary components in
stead than with the primary components was introduced. In addition
the basic boolean algorithms were described. In 1978 the author /3/
showed that the technique of multistate super-components can be used
to remove statistical dependencies from a fault tree.

An interesting feature of the method proposed in /2/ and /3/ is
that the boolean function which describes the top variable of the fault
tree does not necessarily need to be coherent. In addition boolean
functions containing negated variables can be treated.

A formalization of the theory by means of the so called "boolean
algebra with restriction on variables" has been developed by the author
in /12/. The basic and important boolean operations of this special
type of boolean algebra are also described in this paper.
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Hystorically two basic analytical taols have been developed to perform reliability
analysis of systems. They are the state analysis and the fault tree ana
lysis. The method of theblock diagrams can be considered basically similar
to that of the fault tree.

In the state analysis each individual elementary state of the system is
considered. Usually (but not necessarily) the stochastic process which
describes the system behaviour is Markovian. Since the number of elementary
states in a complex system is very large, this type of analysis cannot be
used in most practical cases. On the other hand, since the analysis is
carried out at the level of elementary states, the statistical dependence
among components can be easily incorporated in the model.

In the fault tree analysis, instead, the system is described by the so
called minimal cut sets, which can be considered practically as macrostates,
i.e. large sets of system elementary states. Since the number of minimal
cut sets in a complex system is orders of magnitude smaller than the number
of elementary states, the fault tree is in principle a more suitable tool
to analyze complex systems. However the treatment of statistical dependence
among components is not straight forward in this case.

We can say that in the state analysis the net of states considered is
characterized by a very fine mesh. The net used in the fault tree analysis
has instead a much coarser mesh. Since the problem of statistical dependence
among components (such as common mode failure) affects the fine structure
of a system, the coarse mesh used in the fault tree analysis is notsuitable
to handle the problem of statistical dependence. On the other hand the fine
mesh used in the state analysis, although it would be suitable to cope with
statistical dependence, is much too fine to handle complex systems.

From the above discussion it is clear that an intermediate mesh size is
required for the analysis of statistical dependencies in complex systems.
This mesh must be fine enough to retain the basic properties of statistical
dependence and sufficiently coarse to still allow one to analyze complex
systems.

This can be obtained by properly combining fault tree analysis with state
analysis.
In the state analysis one deals with elementary states; in the fault tree
analysis, instead, with variables. This fact makes it rather difficult to
combine fault tree analysis with state analysis in a manageable way.

The boolean algebra with restriction on variables is the cornrnon language
which can be used in both types of analysis.

We want now to give a short summary of the contents of each chapter of
this paper with the purpose of offering some kind of guidance to the patient
reader.
In chapter I the basic properties of the boolean algebra with restrictions
on variables are described and the very close connection of this algebra
to the set theory is discussed. A new definition of fault tree is also
given.
In chapter 2 the expectation of a stochastic boolean variable is defined.
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The relationships between boolean variables and indicator variables are
also extensively discussed. Finally the normal disjunctive form of a
boolean function is defined.

In chapter 3 the concept of component has been generalized. This new de
finition of component includes as a special case the primary component,
which is here intended as a component whose probability data are directly
available (e.g. from data banks). The differences between logical and
statistical dependence are discussed. The conditional expectation of a
boolean variable is defined and a theorem on these conditional expecta
tions is given.

In chapter 4 the state analysis is introduced by using the notation of the
boolean algebra with restrictions on variables. The methods of the conden
sation of two or more states into one state and of the expansion of one state
into two or more states are described and discussed. Components are classified
into privileged and unprivileged. This classification differs from that of
statistically independent and statistically dependent components and is of
basic importance for the proposed treatment of the statistical dependence
among components.

In chapter 5 the state analysis is applied to the primary components. The
main problem here is that of the state analysis of the dependent components.
Here only the components which are statistically dependent on each other are
considered. The remaining components of the system do not need to be con
sidered. This means that the mesh size used in the analysis is defined by
the elementary states of only apart of the system(smallest privileged
super component)and is therefore much coarser than the mesh size defined
by the system elementary states. However the selected mesh size is fine
enough to retain the basic properties of statistical dependence.

In chapter 6 the state analysis of abipolar switch (circuit breaker) is
developed.

In chapter 7 the fault tree symbology is introduced.

In chapter 8 a system with only a few primary components is described and
its fault tree is constructed.

In chapter 9 the occurrence probability of the primary events of the fault
tree of chapter 8 are calculated by making use of the theory developed in
chapter 6.

In chapter 10 the boolean operations to analyse a fault tree are extensive
ly described. The theory is then applied to the example introduced in chapter
8.

In chapter 11 it will be shown how to calculate the occurrence probability
of the top event of a fault tree. Only herewill 'it'becöme fullyclear how
the results of the state analysis ate'incötpötated 'in the'fault ttee ana
lysis.

In chapter 12 a new definition of a coherent boolean function is given
and its properties are discussed.

Finally the concluding remarks about the proposed method are given in
chapter 13.
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I. BOOLEAN ALGEBRA WITH RESTRICTIONS ON VARIABLES. DEFINITION
OF FAULT TREE

We consider a system at a fixed moment in time. Each e1ementary state
of the system at a given time is obvious1y defined by the states occupied
at that time by each individual primary component belanging to the system.
Astate of a primary component is ca11ed a primary state. The event of
the system occupying one of its e1ementary states is ca11ed an e1ementary
event. The event of a primary component occupying one of its states is
ca11ed a primary event. We sha11 ca11 astate (of the system) any defined
set of e1ementary states (of the system).

The occurrence probability of a primary event is direct1y avai1ab1e
(e.g. from re1iabi1ity data banks). This property of the primary event can
be taken as a basis for its definition

"A primary event is an event whose occurrence probability
is direct1y avai1ab1e."

Probability data associated with the failure of primary components (such as
a pump, a re1ay etc.) are in general direct1y avai1ab1e from re1iabi1ity
data banks.

We now se1ect a special set of e1ementary states of the system (e.g.
the set of all e1ementary fai1ed states) and ca11 it the top state of
the system (with sma11 1etters).

If we want to ca1cu1ate the occurrence probab1ity of the event

{System is fai1ed} {System is in the top state}

we have first to express the occurrence probability of this event as a
sum of the occurrence probabi1ities of each e1ementary event.

n
P {System is in the top state} .E I P {System is in the e1ementary state s.}

1.= 1.

where

P { .... } indicates the occurrence probability of the event
in brackets

and

n = total number of e1ementary events.

The occurrence probability of each e1ementary state of the system is
obtained by carrying out the state analysis of the system.

If the system is very complex, the number of its e1ementary states
is extreme1y 1arge. In this case the procedure described above becomes
very cumbersome and cannot be applied in practice.

Another method is therefore needed.
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We associate with the top state of the system a boolean variable
which we call TOP (with capital letters). The variable TOP will take
the value 1 (true) if the system occupies one of the elementary states
belonging to the selected top set and the value 0 (false) otherwise.

{System is in the top state} {TOP = I}

If all primary components of the system are binary, i.e. are
characterized by only two states {intact and failed), weassign to
each primary component a boolean variable which takes the value 1 if
the component is failed and the value 0 if the component is intact.
These are called primary variables. The value taken by a primary variable
at a given time is a primary event.

If we want now to calculate the occurrence probability of the event

{TOP I}

we must first dissect the TOP variable into combinations of primary
variables, that is to express the TOP variable as a proper function of
the primary variables. The occurrence probability of the event {TOP = I}
can then be calculated as a function of the occurrence probabilities of
the primary events.

-Due to the complexity of most systems, the operation of dissec
tion of the TOP variable into combinations of primary variables is
in general carried out in steps. The TOP variable is first dissected
into combinations of simpler non-primary variables (intermediate
variables). These intermediate variables are in turn dissected into
combinations of even simpler intermediate variables and so on. The
process of dissection comes to an end when all combinations are
combinations of primary variables only.

The process of dissection can be carried out in a graphie form
by constructing a fault tree of the chosen TOP variable.

A fault tree is a logic model which shows in diagrammatic form
the connections between the TOP variable and the primary variables.

A more precise definition of a fault tree can be given by mak
ing use of the graph theory.

"A fault tree is a finite directed graph without loops.
Each vertex may be in one of several states. For each
ver tex a function is given which specifies its states
in terms of the states of its predecessors. Those ver
ticei without predecessors are considered the independ
ent variables of the fault tree." /4/

We are following the graphical terminology of Berge 15/ here. In
the technical literature a vertex with predecessors is currently
called agate. The output variable of a gate is called (improperly) an
output .event of the gate. An input variable to a gate is called a
predecessor or (again improperly) an input event to the gate. In the
technical literature the improper terms TOP event, primary event
are also currently used. One should instead use the more correct
terms TOP variable and primary variable. In fact the word event is
used (in the set theory and in the propositional calculus) to indi
eate a value or a set of values of a variable. We shall use the
correct mathematical terminology here.
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Note that in the above definition of fault tree the term
"independent variable" is used and not "primary variable". The word
indepdendent in this context means "logically independent"~ that is
each input variable to the tree can take any value of its domain of
definition independently of the values taken by the other input vari
ables.

In the ca,se of a fault tree with only binary primary components~ the
primary variables are the independent variables.

The truth table of the fault tree contains all possible combi
nation among the values of the input variables. Each row of the truth
table represents an elementary state of the system.

If the fault tree has m binary primary components, that is m
input variables, the truth table of the fault tree has 2m rows.

The function which links the output to the inputs of a gate
are boolean functions. The basic gates are the AND (conjunction),
OR (disjunction) and the NOT (negative) gates.

Let us first consider an AND gate with two inputs, namely
A and B (Fig. 1-1)

AND Gate

s

A B

Truth Table

Inputs Output

A B 8

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

Fig. 1-1. AND Gate (8 = A/\ B)

The truth tab1e of Fig. 1-1 gives the va1ue of the output 8
for each pair of values of the two predecessors A and B. This truth
tab1e can be expressed in words as fo11ows

"Output takes the va1ue 1 if and only if a11 predecessors
take the va1ue 1, and the va1ue 0 if at least one of its
predecessors takes the va1ue 0."

We now order the values 1 and 0 in that we say, for instance
that 1 is 1arger than 0

1 > 0
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We can synthetize the AND operation as fo11ows

8 min (A; B)

which means that 8 takes the sma11er of the values of A and B.

Fig. 1-2 shows the OR gate with associated truth tab1e.

A B

OR Gate
s

Truth Tab1e

Inputs Output

A B 8

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

(8 = A V B)OR GateFig. 1-2.

Also in this case the truth table of Fig. 1-2 can be expressed
tn words as fol1ows

11 Output takes the value 1 i f at 1eas tone of the
predecessors takes the value 1 and the value 0 if and
only if all predecessors take the va1ue 0."

If we put 1 > 0, we can write in the ca se of the OR gate

8 = max (A; B)

which means that 8 takes the 1arger of the values of A and B.

Fig. 1-3 shows the NOT gate with associated truth tab1e.

NOT Gate
s

Truth Tab1e

A

Inputs Output

A 8

0 1

1 0

Fig. 1-3. NJT Gate (8 = A)
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In words

"Output takes the value I if predecessor takes the value 0
and vice versa."

In a fault tree the truth tables of each gate are properly com
bined to get the truth table of the TOP. We show this by means of an
example.

We consider the simple fault tree of Fig. 1-4 (Example No. I).
Each one of the two OR gates will be characterized by a truth table
of the type of Fig. 1-2. The outputs of the two OR gates will be the
inputs to the AND gate, which has a truth table of the type shown in
Fig. I-I. By properly combining the three truth tables one finally
gets the overall truth table of the fault tree. This truth table has
16 rows (Fig. 1-5).

We now consider an elementary state of the system. Each elementaty
state of the system can be expressed by the cartesian product of the
corresponding primary states. Consider~ for instance, the row No. 7 of
the truth table of Fig. 1-5.

We now introduce the notation for the primary states (small letters).
We have

{AI =O} - a
l

{B] =1} - b
l

{CI=I} - cI

{A
2

=0} - a 2

Taking into account the above positions, Eq. 1-0 becomes

( I-Oa)
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Fig. 1-4. Fault Tree - TOP

+

+

+

+

Row Inputs Output
Number

AI BI CI A
2

TOP

1 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 1 0

3 0 0 1 0 0

4 0 0 1 1 0

5 0 1 0 0 0

6 0 1 0 1 1

7 0 1 1 0 1

8 0 1 1 1 1

9 1 0 0 0 0

10 1 0 0 1 1

11 1 0 1 0 1

12 1 0 1 1 1

13 1 1 0 0 0

14 1 1 0 1 1

15 1 1 1 0 1

16 1 1 1 1 1

Fig. 1-5.
Compiete truth tab1e of the fault tree of Fig. 1-4 (Exampie
No.l)
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In the previous example we have assumed that all primary eom
ponents are binary. There are however primary eomponents whieh are
eharaeterized by more than two states. For instanee an eleetrieal
eireuit breaker is eharaeterized by at least three states, namely
(1) intaet, (2) failed elosed and (3) failed open.

One eould in this ca se assign to eaeh primary component a mul
tivalued variable eharacterized by a number of values equal to the
number of states of the primary component. Each value of the vari
able eorresponds to a specifie state of the primary component.
These multivalued variables are the primary variables. They are
pairwise mutually logically independent. Primary variables and
independent variables are also in this ease identical. The funct'ion
whieh links the output to the input of a gate is a logic function
whieh is in general very complex. This way of thinking is eonsistent
with the definition of fault tree given above. There is however,
a considerable drawback, namely that a more complicated multivalued
logic must be developed. The basic gates are not any more simply
the AND, OR and NOT gates as in the ease of the boolean b~nary algebra.
New basic gates must be found. Some authors /6/are follomng th~s way
of thinking. We want to follow another path instiad. We want to
have primary variables whieh are binary.

Let us eonsider the state spaee of a primary eomponent. A
state belonging to the state spaee of a primary component is called
primary state. 'The event of the primary eomponent oeeupying a given
state of its state spaee at a given time is called primary event.

A primary component will be indieated by the small letter c
followed by an integer positive number (cl; e2; c3 ete.)~ In
general we shall have ej with j=1;2 ... ; m, where "m H is the total
number of primary :omponents eontained in the system.

Astate of a primary component will be indicated by the same
notation of the primary component to whieh it belangs followed by
a positive integer number as an index. (ejl; cj2; ej3 etc.) In
general we shall have ejq with q=I;2; ... nj, where nj is the total
number of states belonging to primary component cj.

We can now associate wall each state cj q a boolean variable Cjg which
takes the value 1 (true) if primary component cj occupies state CJ q

and
the value C (false) if cj does not occupy Cj

q
•

The event

ej
q

indieates that primary component ej oceup~es state cj .
q

Conversely,

{Cjq = oJ
the event

nj

~l e\ kfq
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indicates that primary component cj does not occupy state cjq and
therefore occupies one of its other possible states.

Note the one to one correspondence between state cjq (small c)
and boolean variable Cjq (capital C) associated with it. We
have

cj
q

and cJ
q

o}
We sh~ll say that

cj (cjq6.cj). The word
intended as the set of
occupy.

the primary state cjq belongs to component
"primary component" ~with small c) is here
all possible states which the component can

We shall also say that the variable cj belongs to Component
Cj (Cj<j,ECj). The word "primary Component" (with capital C) means
here tne complete set of variables associated with its states.

Thebinary variables Cjq are the primary variables. They are
however not any more pairwise mutually ~ndependent.

Since a primary component must occupy one of its states and
can occupy only one state at a time, the variables Cjq must obvious
~satisfy the following two types of restrictions.

Restriction Type 1 The disjunction of a11 binary variables"'as's'Oci,
ated with the same primarYComponent is always
equal to 1

nj

V
q=l

(1-I)

The notation "1" in Eq. 1-1 means "true". Eq.1 must be
follows. The proposition "at least one of the variables Cj
; ... nj) takes the value 1" is always true. q

read as
(q=l ;

Eq. 1-1 means that the variables Cj are prohibited to be all equal
to 0 at the same time. q

Restrictions Type 2 The conjunction'of two different binary varia
b1e·s· as-sociated wi th the same. primary Component
is always equal to O.

q l' k

The notation "0" in Eq. 1-2 means "false'·. Eq. 2 must be read
as follows. The proposition "both variables Cjq and eh (q'fk) take
the value 1" is always false.

Eq. 1-2 cau also be expressed iu words as follows: "the variables
Cjq aud Cjk are mutually exclusive."

uj (uj -I)
Note that there is ou1y oue restrictiou type 1 aud 2

restrictious type 2.
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Note also that -Eq-s~. l--l··and 1~·2 can be translated strai.ght-for
wai'dly intothe equivalenl: equatiöns'among s tates. We have obvious ly

Restriction Type 1

nj

U cj 1q
q=l

(I-la)

and

Restrictions Type 2

q -=f k (I-2a)

Eqs. I-la and l-2a have been obtained respectively from
Eqs. 1-1 and 1-2 by carrying out the following simple operations.

is replaced by
" 11 It

Capital C
Disjunction operator
Conjunction operator

V
A " " "

sma 11 c
Union operator LJ
Intersection operatarn

Note that the notation "1" and "0" in Eqs. I-la and l-2a have
a different meaning. They indicate respectively the "universal set"
and the "empty set". Eq. I-la means therefore that the union of a11
states of a primary component constitutes an universal set, that is
its compiete state space. Eq. l-lb means that the intersection of
two different states of a primary component constitutes an empty
set.

since we have introduced primary variables which are not any
more pairwise mutually independent, we have to slightIy modify the
definition of a fault tree.

"A fault tree is a finite directed graph without loops.
Each vertex may be in one of several states. For each
vertex a function is given which specifies its states
in terms of the states of its predecessors. Those
vertices without predecessors are the primary variables
of the fault tree. The primary variables may satisfy sorne
conditions (calied restrictions) which are associated with
·the fault- t-ree.- The. res~rictions m\J~t be such that they
00 nOl: generate any loop in the fault tree".

We shall limit ourselves to consider fault trees characterized
by a boolean TOP variable and by boolean primary variables which
satisfy restrictions of the types given respectively by the Eqs.
1-1 and 1-2. These restrietions do not generate any loop in the
fault tree.

It is worthwhile t'o stress ünce nidre t.he point that the primary
variables in the traditional fault trees are associated with the primary
components. In the fault trees proposed in this paper. instead. they
are as.sQcfiEed with the states ofthe primary components.
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We consider now the truth table of the TOP variable.

Restrietion type 1 means that the primary events

[Cj ] = 0 } { cj 2 = 0 } ; •••• ; {Cjnj = 0 }

cannot co-exist all together at the same time. This is equivalent to
saying that all the rows of the truth table in which the variables
Cjl; Cj2; Cj3'" ta~e simultaneously the value 0 are prohibitP~

and must be deleted.

The restrietions type 2 mean that the primary events

and q 'f k

cannot co-exist at the same time. This is equivalentto saying that
all the rows of the truth table in which both the two input varia
bles Cjq and Cjk take the value 1 are prohibited and~ be
deleted. .

The following two examples will make this point clearer.

Let us consider the fault tree of Fig. 1-4 and let us assurne
that the primary variablesl'11 and A2 be10ng both to the same primary
Component which is characteriied by two states (Example No. 2).
Eqs. 1-1 and 1-2 become respective1y

A] VA2=1
A] 1\ A2 = 0

(1-3)
(1-4)

Eq. 1-3 tells us that the events {A] = 0] and JA2= oJ
cannot co-exist. If we now look at the complete truth\able of
the fault tree (Fig. 1-5) we notice that the rows 1; 3; 5 and 7
are EFohibited because in these rowsA] andA2 have both the va1ue O.
These rows must therefore be deleted.

Eq. 1-4 tells us that the events {A] = 1J and fA2 = 1]
cannot co-exist. This is equivalent to saying that the row No. 10;
12; 14 and 16 (Fig. 1-5) are also prohibited and must be deleted.
The truth table of the fault tree of Fig. 1-4 with the additional
conditions 1-3 and 1-4 will be reduced to that of Fig. 1-6 which
contains eight rows only.

The input (primary) variables of the truth table ofFig. 1-6
are not all pairwise mutually independent. In fact the eight rows
containing the combinations of values (0;0) or (1;1 ) for the
variablesAl andA2do not appear in the truth table of Fig. 1-6.
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Row Inputs I Output

Number
A] B] C ] A2 TOP

1 0 0 0 1 0

2 0 0 1 1 0

3 0 1 0 1 1

4 0 1 1 1 1

5 1 0 0 0 0

6 1 0 1 0 1

7 1 1 0 0 0

8 1 1 1 0 1

Fig. 1-6. Truth Tab1e of Examp1e No.2

It is sometimes possib1e however to reduce the number of
the primary variables and to get the independent variables on1y.
In the case of examp1e No. 2 this is possib1e.

We notice that Eqs. 1-3 and 1-4 can be reduced to the fo11ow
lng equation.

= (1-5)

Eq. 1.,5 means that, once a va1ue has been assigned to the
variab1eAr~ the variable A2 takes a defined va1ue according to the
truth tab1e of Fig. 1-3 (NOT Gate). For this reason the co1umn
corresponding to the variab1e A2 in the truth tab1e of Fig. 1-6
is redundant and can be de1eted. The va1ue of the TOP is in fact
comp1ete1y determined if the va1ues of the primary variab1esA]; B];
C2havebeen previous1y chosen. The truth tab1e of Fig. 1-6 can be
further reduced by de1eting the co1umn of the primary variable A
(Fig. 1-7). 2

Row Inputs Output
Number

Al B] C I TOP

1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0
3 0 1 0 1
4 0 1 1 1
5 1 0 0 0
6 1 0 1 1
7 1 1 0 0
8 1 1 1 1

Fig. 1-7. Truth Tab1e of Examp1e No. 2 (Final)
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Conversely one could keep the variableA2 as independent varia
ble and delete in Fig. 1-6- thecolumn corresponding to the variable
Al which would now be redundant.

Let us consider again the fault tree of Fig. 1-4 and let us
assurne that the primary variab lesAI and A2 be long both to the same
primary Component (as in example No. 2) but that this eomponent is
characterized now by three states and that the primary variable
associ~ted to the third state (call itA3) is not present in the
fault tree (example No. 3). In this ease Eqs. 1-1 and 1-2 become
respectively

and

1 (1-6)

(1-7e)

The rows 10; 12; 14; 16 of the truth tab1e of Fig. 1-5 are
~rohibited because the events {AI=ll and ~2=IJ eannot eo-exist
at the same time (Eq. 1-7a). By deleting these rows one obtains
the truth tab1e of Fig. 1-8 whieh eontains 12 rows only.

Row Inputs Output
Number

Al BI Cl A2 TOP

1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 1 1 0
5 0 1 0 0 0
6 0 1 0 1 1
7 0 1 1 0 1
8 0 1 1 1 1
9 1 0 0 0 0

10 1 0 1 0 1
11 1 1 0 0 0
12 1 1 1 0 1

Fig. 1-8. Truth Tab1e of Examp1e No. 3.

Note that in this ease we don't make any use of the restrie
tions given by Eqs. 1-6; 1-7a and 1-7e beeause the primary vari
able A3 is not explieitly eontained in the fault tree.

The input variables of the truth tab1e of Fig. 1-8 are not a11
pairwise mutua11y independent. In fact the four rows whieh eontain
the combination of va1ues (1; 1) for the variables Al andA Z do not
appear in the truth tab1e of Fig. 1-8. In this ease however it is
not possible to reduee the number of primary variables as in the
ease of Example No. 2. In fact no eolumn in the truth table of
Fig. 1-8 is redundant.
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In conclusion the following rule can be stated (Rule No. 1)

"The truth table of the TOP variable of a fault tree can
be obtained from the complete truth table (in which all
primary variables present in the fault tree are assumed
to be pairwise mutually independent) by deleting the
prohibited rows and the redundant columns. The restric
tions allow one to identify these prohibited rows and
redundant columns. Each surviving r9w corresponds to a
specific elementary state of the system. The surviving primary
variables may or 'may not be pairwise mutually independent."

We notice that we have defined primary variables which are
binary as in the classical boolean algebra, but not necessarily
pairwise mutually independent. We shall therefore introduce the
term "boolean algebra with restrictions on variables" to indicate
an algebra 1n which the basic (primary) variables are boolean but
not necessarily pairwise mutuaUy independent.The classical binary boolean
~lgebra can be considered as a particular case of this boolean
algebra with restrietions on variables in that the basic variables
are all pairwise mutually independent.

We now eonsider the elementary states of the top state.
Consider, for instance, the row 7 of the truth table of Fig. 1-8
(Example No. 3).

System elementary state No. 7 " "s =7 (1-8)

Note that Equation 1-8 is obtained (I) by grouping all events
which belong to the same component and linking them with the inter
seetion operator n and (Z) by linking all groups with the cartesian
product operator x. In fact the events fA]=O} and {AZ=O Jbelong to
the same eomponent and must therefore be grouped together. Note that
this problem does not exist in the ease of the elassieal fault trees
with binary eomponents (Eq. I-O)!

We now want to eliminate the groups.

Taking into aeeount the boolean identities A3't1 Ä
3

=I and A3I\A3cO,
we get from Eqs. 1-6, I-7b and I-7e

A3 =A]VA2 = A] A AZ (1-9)

From Eq. 1-9 we get

{A3= ]] - IX I " AZ= IJ (1-10 )

Ive have the following identities

{A I=]J - [AI=O} (1-11)

and

{Äz= I} - {AZ=OJ (1-12)
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Taking into account Eqs. 1-11 and 1-12, Eq. 1-10 becomes

(1-13)

Taking into account Eq. 1-13, Eq. 1-8 becomes

(1-14 )

Note that Eq. 1-14 does not contain any more the intersection
operator () and all events contain the symbol 1.

We now introduce the notation for the states of the primary
ponents (small 1etters). We have com-

{BI~J - b
l (1-15)

[cl=d - cI (1-16)

{AJ=J - aJ (1-17)

Taking into account Eqs. 1-15, 1-16, 1~17, Eq. 1-14 becomes

System elementary sta'te No. 7 "s7"= b
l

x cl x a
J (1-18)

The expression on the right side of Eq. 1-18 is called the smallest
form of system elementary state No. 7.

Each elementary state of a system has only one smallest form.

We can now state the fo110wing definition

" The smallest form of an elementary state cf a system is de
fined by the cartesian product ofthe atates occ\J.pied by each
single primary component be10nging to the system."

We now go back to Eq. 1-14 which we can now write in a more
compact form.

From Eqs. 1-18 and 1-19. we get

b 1 x c I x aJ = {B I 1\ CI AAJ = I J

0-19)

(1-20)

Before discussing Eq. 1-20, we want to introduce same new terms.
A variable which results from the conjunction of primary variables
is called monomial. A monomial containing two or more primary variables
belanging to the same primary component is obviously equal to zero
(restrictions type 2). A non-zero monomial containing a number of
primary variables equal to, the number of primary components present in
the system is called "complete monomial". It is important to point out
that the primary variables of a complete monomial must not be negated.
For instance, the monomial B1AC1AAJ of Example J is a complete monomial.
For a given system the number of complete monomials is equal to the
number of its elementary states.
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Eq. l-ZO teIls us that, given the complete monomial BIAClAA , oue
obtains the smallest form of the corresponding elementary state ß1 x c I x a3
by carrying out the following operation

BI is replaced by b
l

Cl " " " cl
A

3 " " " a
3

conjunction
operator A " " " cartesian product operator x

We can now state the following ru1e (Rule No. 2).

"The smallest form of an elementary state of a system is
obtained from its corresponding complete monomial by re
placing each primary variable by its associated primary
state and each conjunction operator (A) by the cartesian
product operator (x).

Conversely we have

"A compiete monomial of a system is obtained from the
smailest formof its corresponding systemelementa1;'y state by
rep1acing each primary state by its associated primary
variable and each cartesian product operator (x) by the
conjunction operator (A )."

It is important to point out that the compiete monomialB lAC 1"A
3

can
be obtained from the truth table of Fig. }-8 by applying a more straight
forward procedure, i.e. the rules of the traditional boolean algebra
and those due to the restrictions. We have from the truth table of
Fig. 1-8

87 = ÄIABIACIAÄZ,

Taking into account Eq. }-9 ,Eq.1-20a becomes

( l-ZOa)

(l-ZOb)

Going back to the truth table of Fig. 1-18 (Exampie No. 3),
we se1ect the rows f6r which TOP = 1. These are the rows No. 6,
7, 8, 10 and 12. Each se1ected row respresents an elementary state
of the system for which the equation TOP = I is satisfied. We now
find the smallest form of each row. In order to do that we must
introduce the states band C,Z which satisfy the restrictions
respectively with b an~ c.

b1U bZ= 1 (1-21a) b{) bZ = 0 (I-21b)
and

clU cZ= 1 (l-22a) cl() cz = 0 (I-22b)

The sma11est forms of the rows 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 are given in the
fo llowing tab 1e (Fig. 1. 9).
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System e1ementary Smallest form
state

6 b l x Cz x aZ
7 b l x cI x a 3
8 b l x cI x a Z

10 a l
x b Z

x cI
12 a l x b l

x cI

Sma11est form of system states (from the truth
table of Fig. 1.8).

By making use of the above tab1e we can now write

Eq. I-Z3 can be written as fo110ws

{TOP = I] = [BII\CZI\AZ=I}VtBIACIAA3=I]V fBIACII\AZ=I} V

V fA I"BZ" CI=I} VfA IJ\ BIACI=I}

Eq. I-Z4 can be written in a more compact form

( I-Z4)

t(BI"CIAAZ) V (B II\CZAA3) V (BIACIAAZ) V (AIABZI\C I)"

V(AIABII\C I) = I J (I-Z5)

From Eq. I-Z5 we also get

Eqs. 1-23 and 1-26 tell us that given the variable TOP as a
disjunction of complete monomials (Eq. 1-26) one obtains the
expression of the top set (Eq. 1-23) by carrying out the
=ollowing operations

TOP lS replaced by top
AI 11 " 11 al
BI I' 11 11

bl
BZ 11

11 11 bZ
Cl 11 11 11 cl
Cz " 11 11 cZ
AZ 11 11 11 aZ
A 11 11 11 a33

conjunction operator A 11 11 11 cartesian product operator x
disjunction operator V 11 " 11 union operator U

The disjunction of complete monomials of a boolean function lS

called "disjunctive canonical form" of the function.

Now we can state the following rule (Rule No. 3)
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"If the variable TOP is given in its disjunctive canonical
form, the correspondingtop state is obtained by
replacing each complete mononomial by the corresponding
smallest form of system elementary state and each dis
junction operator (V) by the union operator (U)."

Conversely we have

"lf the top state is given in the form of union of
smallest forms of elementary states the corresponding
disjunctive canonical form of the variable TOP is obtained
by replacing each smallest form 0:1; elementary state by the corre
sponding complete monomial and each union operator (U)
by the disjunction operator (V)."

lve notice that the disjunction operator V is always replaced
by the union operator lJ. The conjunction operator" instead is re-
placed by the intersection operatornin the case of the restric-
tions type 2 (Eqs. 1-2 and l-2a) and by the cartesian product opera-
tor x in the case of the complete monomials. This fact however does
not cause any problem. In fact any complete monomial is a non-zero
monomial which corresponds to a specific elementary state of the
system. Astate is by definition a non-empty set. Since the restric
tions are only used to identify the zero monomials of a boolean
function,that is the prohibited rows of the corresponding truth
table, and these are always deleted, it is impossible to get smallest
forms of system elementary states containing the intersection operator,
and complete monomials which contain two or more primary variables
belanging to the same primary component.

In conclusion the boolean algebra with restrictions on varia
bles allows us to operate on boolean variables in a way similar to
the classical boolean algebra, but with the additional complication
of the restrictions. Once that the boolean expression of the TOP
variable has been found, the rules No. 2 and 3 allow one to easily
identify the smallest form of the elementary statesbelonging to the
top state.

The advantage of using boolean variables instead of states is
obviously that of having a more flexible instrument to operate.
We show this point by developing Eq. 1-26. We notice that

and
(~A SAAl V (B(\ClhA~

(~A ~ACl) V (AI' BI" (V
(1-27)

(1-28)

Taking into account Eqs. 1-27 and 1-28, Eq. 1-26 becomes

We also notice that

and therefore

(1-29)

(1- 30)
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Taking into account Eq. 1-31, Eq. 1-29 becomes

TOP = (Bt\AiV(Ay\q)V(BII\Cr"A~

We have

(Ar' q V (B1A Cf' Ai=Clt\[~V(B(\~J= (C11\')V(C1I\B
1
)

(1- 32)

(1-33)

Taking into account Eq. 1-33, Eq. 1-32 becomes fina11y

(1- 35)

(1- 34)TOP = (B f' Ai V(A(\ C( V(C/' B?

The top set is simply given by

top = t(B1AAiV(A!'C?V(C(\B? = 1J

~ote that the expression of the top state given by Eq.
1-35 (i.e. b usin the boolean var1ables) 1S much s1mpler and much
more compact than the equiva1ent expression giv~n by Eq. 1-23 i.e.
by using the state analysis). In addition the expression 1-34 can
be obtained directly by solving the fault tree without considering
the complete monomials. This is the great advantage of using fault
tree analysis!

(1-36)(i=1 ,2, •••• ,n)(kfi)A.
1.

The fundamental rules of the boolean algebra with restrietions on
variables have been explained by the author in /24/. There it is )
shown that the restricted variables can be understood as minterms x
of an "ad hoc" defined filter funetion which allows one to sort out
the desired elements of a set. The relationships between the re
strictions and the axioms of the boolean algebra are also illustrat
ed in /24/. In partieular it is shown that the eomplement of a pri
mary variable (say A.) is equal to the disjunetion of all remaining
primary variables belonging to the same primaty Component, that is

n

kY1 ~

where
n = total number of primary variables belonging to the

primary Component A.

A.
1.

sides of Eq. 1-36, one getsBy eomplementing both
n

k~l ~c
(kfi) (i=I,2,~ ••• ,n) (1-37)

In the following we shall write the word eomponent always with small "e".

x)
minterm eomplete monomial
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2. STOCHASTIC BOOLEAN VARIABLES. EXPECTATION OF A STOCHASTIC
BOOLEAN VARIABLE. NORMAL DISJUNCTIVE FORM OF A BOOLEAN FUNCTION.

In the preceeding chapter we have introduced boolean variables
which can take a value (either 0 or\l) and we have shown that the
state of the system at a given time can be described by these vari
ables. This is like a photograph of the system at the chosen time.

The state of the system will change with time due to the fact
that e.g. some parts of it will fail and some other parts will be
repaired. This means that the TOP variable will change randomly with
~ime. The process which describes how this variable changes

with time is a stochastic process. This stochastic process is a
function of the stochastic processes of each individual primary
component, i.e. of the primary variables.

We shall speak therefore of stochastic boolean variables as
variables which can take at each time either the value 0 or I, and
which cau jump from oue value to the other according to some pro
bability laws which must be specified.

The theory of reliability has been traditionally developed by
introducing the so called binary indicator variables /14/. Each
primary component is given a stochastic binary indicator variable
which takes at a given time the value 1 if the component is failed
and the value 0 if the component is intact. Here the values 1 and
o are real numbers. The behaviour of the system too is characteriz
ed by a stochastic binary indicator variable, which can be express
ed as a function (structure function) of the,primary ihdicator
variables.

The advantage of using binary indicator variables is that the
expected value of the variable is equal to the probability that the
variable takes the value I. If we indicate with AI a stochastic
binary indicator variable, we have in fact

(2-1 )

where ]E{".- =

and
pr····] =

expectation (expected value) of the variable in
brackets.

occurrence probability of the event mn brackets.

Note the Eq. 2-1 holds only in the case that the indicator
variable is binary. If one uses multivalued indicator variables
to describe multistate components, Eq. 2-1 does not hold any more!

We want to use boolean variables instead of indicator variables,
because boolean functions are much simpler and more compact than
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structure functions.

The problem therefore arises of the definition of the expecta
tion of a stochastic boolean variable.

The definition of the expectation of a stochastic boolean
variable cannot be introduced straight-forwardly because the values
1 and 0 that a boolean variable can take are not numbers. Accord
ing to what was said in the preceeding chapter 1 means true and 0 means
false.

In order to define correctly the expectation of boolean vari
ables, we introduce the binary indicator variables (also stochastic)
which can take either the value 1 or the value 0, where 1 and 0 are
now real numbers.

We can therefore associate with each boolean primary variable
a primary binary indicator variable which takes the value 1 if and
only if the boolean variable takes the value 1 and the value 0 if
and only if the boolean variable takes the value O. Given a boolean
primary variable A, we shall indicate with At its associated primary
indicator variable

A oE "'" At

Relationship 2-2 means that A and At are equivalent to
each other.

(2-2)

Due to the above definition of indicator variable, the follow
ing two identities among events hold

tA 11 .. {A'
.nd {A = o} _ {A'

=

=

(2-3)

(2-4)

We take now the occurrence probabilities of both primary events
respectively of Eqs. 2-3 and 2-4 and we get the following two
equalities among probabilities

P{A = I) = P i At =

and

P tA = 0) = P{A' =

(2-5)

(2-6)
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Note that the two probabilies defined respectively by Eqs. 2-5 and 2-6
must obviously satisfy the following equation

= (2-7)

It seems logical now to define the expectation of a stochastic
primary boolean variable to be identical with the expectation of
its associated stochastic primary indicator variable, that is

E { A) d~f E { AI}

From Eqs. 2-1, 2-3 and 2-8 it follows

E 1A1= P {A IJ

(2-8)

(2-9)

Either Eq. 2-8 or Eq. 2-9 can be used to define the expectation of
the stochastic primary boolean variable A.

For the sake of simplicity we drop from now on the attribute stochastic.

We want now to extend the validity of Eq. 2-8 also to the case
of boolean variables which are not necessarily primary. For this
purpose we must define the three basic arithmetical operations
among binary indicator variables which are eqUii:valent respectively to
the three basic boolean operations of negation (NOT), conjunction
(AND) and disjunction (OR). An arithmetical operation is said to be
equivalent to a boolean operation if and only if the truth tables
of the two operations are formally identical. Formally identical
means that the arithmetical truth table is obtained from the boolean
one by replacing each boolean 1 with an arithmetical 1 and each 0
with a O. In fact, since each row of the truth table is astate of
the output variable, formal identity of the two truth tables means
identity of the events, i.e. Eqs. 2-3 and 2-4 are satisfied for
each event of the truth tables.

The arithmetical operation which is equivalent to the boolean
negation is the complementation to unity.

AotE ...... 1 - AI (2-10)

In fact the truth tables associated to the two above operations
are formally identical (Fig. 2-1).

Taking into account Eq. 2-8 and relationship 2-IO/we can write

(2-1 1)

Note that Eq. 2-11 must be identical with the result which one
would obtain by applying the definition given by Eq. 2-9 directly
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Truth table of
the boolean negation (NOT)

Input Output

A A

0 1

1 0

Truth table of the arithmetical
complementation to unity

Input Output

AI 1 - AI

0 1

1 0

Fig. 2-1: Truth tables of the boolean negation and of
the arithmetical complementation to unity.

to A. From Eq. 2-9 we get for A

(2-12)

On the other hand t taking into account Eqs. 2-7 and 2-9 and the
truth table of the boolean negation t Eq. 2-11 becomes

E{Ä} = 1 - E{A) = 1 - PfA=1} = PfA=OJ = P{Ä:l} (2-13)

which is identical with Eq. 2-12.

The conjunction of two boolean variables A and B has as equi
valent operation the product of the two associated binary indica
tor variables t namely AI and BI.

A 1\ B "'l!Ol!!f-----lI!IIL.... AI. BI (2-14)

The truth tables associated to the two above operations are in fact
formally identical (Fig. 2-2)

Truth table of
the boolean conjunction (AND)

Inputs Output

A B A/\ B

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

Truth table of the
arithmetical product

Inputs Output

AI BI AI • BI

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

Fig. 2-2: Truth tables of the boolean conjunction and
of the arithmetical product.
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Taking into account Eq. 2-8 and relationship 2-14 we can write

(2-15)

It is easy to verify that Eq. 2-15 is identical with the result
which one would obtain by applying the definition of expectation
(given by Eq. 2-9) directly to the boolean variable AAB. In the
particular case that A = B, we have (idempower law)

A A A = A ...00I!:i:---4...... AI. AI = (A I) 2 = AI (2-16)

The disjunction of two boolean variables A and B has an equi
valent operation between the associated binary indicator variableS
AI and BI which is directly deducible from the already introduced
arithmetical operations of complementation to unity (correspondent
to NOT) and of product (correspondent to AND).

We have

AVB = ÄI\B (2-17)

By applying relationships 2-10 and 2-14 we have obviously the
following equivalence between boolean variables and indicator
variables

Ä A B ........io--~~p.. 1 - (1 - AI) . (I - BI)

From Eq. 2-17 and relationship 2-18 it follows

A V B ......1---........ 1 - (1 - AI). (I - BI)

Since we have

1 - (1 - AI), (I - BI) = AI + BI - AI. BI

relationship 2-19 can also be written as follows

A V B -..---I.... AI + BI - AI. BI

(2-18)

(2-19)

(2-20)

(2-21)

The truth tables associated with the two above operations (boolean
disjunction and arithmetical disjunction) are formally identical
(Fig. 2-3).

Taking into account Eq. 2-8 and relationship ·2-21 we can write

E { A VBJ= E{ AI +BI -At. BIJ= E [ AI} + E { B~

= EfAJ+ E{BJ-E{A" BJ
-EfA"B1=

(2-22)

If the two boolean variables A and Bare mutually exclusive (re
striction type 2) we have

AAB = o (2-23)
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Truth table of
the boolean disjunction (OR)

Inputs Output

A B A V B

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

Truth table of the
arithmetical disjunction

Inputs Output

AI BI A'+B'-A ' • BI

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

Fig. 2-3: Truth tables of the boolean disjunction and of the
arithmetical disjunction

This means that the last row of the truth table of the boolean con
junction (Fig. 2-2) and of the boolean disjunction (Fig. 2-3) must
be deleted. In order to save the fq~mal identity between the
two truth tables of Fig. 2-2 and between the two truth tables of
Fig. 2-3, the last row of the truth table of the arithmetical pro
duct (Fig. 2-2) and of the arithmetical disjunction (Fig. 2-3) must
be also deleted. This is equivalent to saying

AI. BI == o (2-24)

In this case relationship 2-21 becomes simply

A V B .......G-----.!iIl>".... AI + BI

Eqs. 2-15 and 2-22 become respectively

E [AJ\B} == E{AI'B I} == 0

and

(2-25)

(2-26)

We are now in the position to write the restrietions type 1 and 2
for the primary indicator variables.

I

We indicate with Cj the primary indicator variable equivalent
to the primary boolean v~riable Cjq

I
C . ...EE----1.._ C·
Jq Jq

The restrietions type 2 are (Eq. 1-2)

(2-28)

== o q :f k q,k==1 ,2, ••• ,nj (2-29)
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The equivalent e'1uations for the primary indicator variables are
obtained by making use of relationship 2-14 and of E'1s. 2-23 and
2-24. We get

, ,
Cj'1 C. = 0

Jk
q,k=],2, ••• ,n.

J
(2;..,30)

The restrietion type] is (E'1. 1-1)

n'

"I
'1=1

C· =]
J'1

(2-31 )

Taking into account relationships 2-28 and 2-25, we can write

n.

V
'1=1

nj
Cj '1 ....-;e---------'...... L

'1=]

,
C·

J'1
(2-32)

Finally (by taking into account E'1. 2-31) the restrietion type 1
can be written as follows

n.

t
'1=1

,
C· =
J'1

(2-33)

In conclusion the restrietions type 1 and 2 in the case of the
primary indicator variables are the following

Restrietion type

n.

t
'1=1

and

= (2-34)

Restrietions type 2

,
C· .

J'1 = o '1, k= 1,2 , ••• ,n .
J

(2-35)

The restrietions type 1 and 2 can also be written in the form of
relationships among expectations. We have obviously
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Restriction Type 1

n.

t
q=1

and

1 (2-36)

RestrictionsType 2

q~k q,k=I,2, •••• ,nj

(2-37)

It is known that a complex boolean variable (TOP) can be ex
pressed as a combination of basic operations (NOT, AND, OR) among
primary boolean variables. If we associate a primary indicator
variable to each primary boolean variable and replace each basic
boolean operation by its equivalent arithmetical operation, we
get an arithmetical expression for the binary indicatorvariable
TOP' associated wi th the boolean variable TOP. The complete truth
table of TOP' is formally identical with that of TOP.

The restrietions type 1 and 2 (Eqs. 1-1 and 1-2) allow us to
identify the prohibited rows and the redundant columns of the
truth table of the boolean variable TOP. Eqs. 2-34 and 2-35 allow
us to identify the prohibited rows and the redundant columns in
the truth table of the indicator variable TOP' in a similar way
to that shown inch~pter 1 in the case of the primary boolean
variables.

Due to the way in which Eqs. 2-34 and 2-35 have been derived,
these prohibited rows and redundant columns are formally identical
with the equivalent prohibited rows and redundant columns of
the complete truth table of the boolean variable TOP.

The prohibited rows and the redundant columns are now deleted
in both truth tables. The surving rows and columns in the resulting
truth tables are formally identical. This is the same as say~ng

that TOP and TOP' are equiyalent .

TOP.. 'jjoo TOP' (2-38)
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Taking into account relationship 2-38, we can write the following
equation

E tTOP} E { TOP'J
Since

E { TOP'] = P { TOP' -I} ~ P { TOP = 1 }

we have finally

E { TOP] P { TOP = 1 }

The following two rules can now be stated

Rule No. I

(2-39)

(2-40)

(2-41 )

Given a boolean function TOP the equivalent arithmetical
function TOP' is obtained from the TOP by replacing (I) each
primary boolean variable with the equivalent primary indi-
ca tor variable, (2) each operation of boolean negation with
the arithmetical complementation to unity, (3) each operation
of boolean conjunction with the arithmetical product, (4) each
operation of boolean disjunction with the arithmetical dis
junction and (5) each restrietion among primary boolean vari
ables with the equivalent restrietion among primary indi
cator variables.

Rule No. 2

The expectation of a boolean function TOP (i.e. the occurrence
probability of the event tTOP = IJ)is equal to the expectation
of the corresponding arithmetical function TOP'.

In order to illustrate the two above rules, we consider now an
example. We have

(2-42)

Each of the primary components Land F has three states. The com
ponent G has four states.

The following table (Fig. 2-4) shows the various steps for
the calculation of the arithmetical function TOP' which corres
ponds to the TOP. The content of the table is selfexplanatory.
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Step Boolean Expression Equivalent Arithmetical
No. Expression

1 GI GI
1

2 GI V (F2AG2) G'+F'·G '122

3 GIY(F2AG2)V(12AG3) G'+F'·G'+11·G'
1 2 2 2 3

4 GIV (F 2AG2) V (12AG3)V (11'" G2) GI +F I. GI +1 I. GI +1 I. GI -1 I. F I . GI
1222312122

G1V(F2AG2)V(12"G3)V G'+F'·GI+11·G'+11·G'-11·F'·G' +
5 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 2

V(1 1AG2)V(F 1AG3) +F'·GI_F'·11·G'
1 3 123

GIV(F2AG2)V(12AG3)V G'+F " GI+1 1·G I+1 1. G' -1 1·F ' ·G I+
1 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 2 2

6 Y(11AG2)V(FIAG3)V(11AF1) +F I. GI -F 1'1 I. GI +1 I. F I-1 I. F I. GI-
1312311111

-1 I .F I. GI -1 t. F I. GI
1 1 2 1 1 3

Fig. 2-4. Table of equivalence between boolean expression and
arithmetical expression (Example).

From the table of Fig. 2-4 we get

TOP I = GI +F I. GI +1 1. GI +1 I. GI -1 1. F I . GI +FI. GI 
1 222 3 1 2 1 221 3

-F ' · 1 1. GI+1 I. F ' -1 1'F ' . GI-1 1•F ' . GI-1 1.F ' .GI
12311111112113

(2-43)

The expression 2-43 is called structure function of the TOP.

By taking the expectations of both sides of Eq. 2-43 and by
taking into account Eq. 2-39, we get

E1top} = E iG;1+ E { F2.Gzl + E f1 Z. G3) + E {1 i . Gz} 
- E f1i'Fz'Gz} + E [F1'G31- E {F;.1Z·G3} +

(2-44)
+ EL11·Fil- E{1i' F i' Gi} - E{1i'Fl'G2J
- E f1 i' F i.G3}

Going back to the primary boolean variables, Eq. 2-44 finally be
comes
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Et TOP } = EtGj}+ Efl!'2AG21+E{L2AG31 + E{LlI\G2~
E lLI AF2 J\ G2} -I- E [ F1 "G3J- E fF1 A L2 AG3 } +

+E{L1 AF 1l -EfL1 AF 1I\G1} -EfL 1 AF 1AG2 }-

- E [ LI AF1 1\ G3 J (2-45)

Eq. 2-45 can also be obtained by taking the expectation of
both sides of Eq. 2-42 and by applying systematically either the
rule given by Eq. 2-22 in the general case or the rule given by
Eq. 2-27 if the two variables are mutually exclusive.

One important point is that the boolean function must be first de
veloped in a normal disjunctive form.

We first define what we understand by normal disjunctive
form of a boolean function. In the following primary variables
will be also called literals. A boolean function can be expressed
in the form of a disjunction of conjunctions of literals (disjunc
tive form). A conjunction of literals belonging to a disjunctive
form of a boolean function will be called shortly "monomial" • A
monomial X of a disjunctive form of a boolean function (TOP) is
said to be an implicant of the boolean function because it implies
it. If X is an implicant of the TOP, it must satisfy the follow
ing boolean identity.

TOP A X = X (2-46)

Let X. and ~ be two monomials. We say that ~ subsumes X.
if every literal of X. is contained in Xk • This is the same as]
saying that ~ is an lmplicant of Xj' that is

= (2-47)

We can give now the definition of normal disjunctive form of
a boolean function

"A disjunctive form of a boolean function will be called
normal disjunctive form if its monomials satisfy the follow
ing four properties.

I. Each monomial (X) must be a non-zero monomial (X~O, i.e.
no pair of mutually exclusive literals must be contained
in it).

2. Each monomial must not contain any literal
more than once (no repeated literals).
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3. Monomials must not subsume pairwise each other.
(Xj 1 Xj~~ 1 ~)

4. Monomials must not contain negated literals."

If a boolean function contains a negated literal (say Ä.), this
must be replaced by the disjunction of all remaining literal~ be
longing to the same primary component, that is (Eq. 1-36).

-A.
~

V
k=1 ~

k1i (i=I,2, ... ,n) (2-48)

where n total number of literals belonging to primary component A.

A boolean function can have in general many normal disjunctive
forms. For a given fault tree, there is a particular normal disjunc
tive form of its TOP variable which is associated with that fault
tree. We shall call it l1associated normal disjunctive form. 11

We notice that Eq. 2-42 satisfies the requirements of the de
finition of normal disjunctive form.

We can therefore state the following rule (Rule No. 3)

function (TOP) is given in anormal disjunctive

X.
J

I1If a
form,

TOP

where

boolean
that is

N

V
j=1

(2-49)

the X. are non zero monomials with no repeated literals and
with ~o negated literals and which do not subsurne pairwise
each other,

and

N = total number of monomials

its expected value is given by the following equation



N

L
j=l

34

Note that Eq. 2-50 is equivalent to the very weIl known equation
of the probability of the union of events / 21 /.

Note that the boolean express ions under brackets are all mono
mials because they are generated from conjunctions of monomials.

The original non zero monomials Xj will be called first order
monomials. The other monomials will be called second order, third
order monomials etc., if they are generated respectively from the
conjunction of two, three etc. monomials of the first order.

One important point is that a monomial of order greater than
one may be a zero monomial. This happens if the monomial contains
at least one pair of mutually exclusive literals. In this case the
monomial i8 deleted becau8e it8 expectation i8 equal to zero.

We can now apply the rule given by Eq. 2-50 to Eq. 2-42.
We have

EfTOP} = E{GJ + EfF2 AG21+ Ei L 2 I\G3 }+ E{L 1I\G2}+

+E[F 1AG3}+E{L)J\F)} -[ E{G)I\L)I\FI1+

+ E fF2A LI AG2} + EfL2 1\ F1A G31+ E{ LI A G2 " FI} +

+ E[ F)A L]AG3}J (2-51)

Eq. 2-51 i8 identical with Eq. 2-45.
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COMPONENTS AND CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION OF BOOLEAN VARIABLES.

Definition of.coJUponent, Logicaland,statistical independence.
, . "-' .. , i

In section 1 we have defined primary components and primary
variables. We want now to give a more general definition of compo
nent.

"A set of boolean variables Al; A
Z
;"'; A constitute a

component, if the variables satisfy the Ewo restriction
types, namely

Restriction type

and

n
V

i=l
A.
~

= (3-1 )

Restrictions type Z

i :f: j (3-Z)

(i,j = I,Z, •• ,n)

If all variables A. belonging to a component are primary variables,
the component is a~primary component.

In the following primary variables will also 'ba called Hlle-rals,
for short. We recallagain the definition of lögicalindependence.

"Two boolean variables (say A. and Bk) are said to be
mutually logically independefft if each variable can take
eachvalue of its domain of definition iridependently of
the value previously assigned to the other variable."

Taking into account the restrictions among literals belonging to
the same primary component, it follows (corollary)

"Two literals (primary variables) are logically independent
ofeach other if they belong to two different primary com
ponents"

Taking into account the above definition and associated corollary
on logical independence, one can also state the following

"Two boolean func tion (say Ai and Bk) are said to be
logically independent of each other if the literals con
tained in the first function belong to primary compo
nents which are different from the primary components
whose literals appear in the second boolean function."
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In other words the primary components appearing in the first boolean
function must all be different from those appearing in the second
boolean function.

We come now to the definition of logical independence among
components.

"Two components are said to be mutually logically independent
if the boolean variables belonging to the first component
are pairwise mutually logically independent oI the boolean
variables of the second component."

We introduce now the definition of conditional expectation of
a boolean variable with respect to another variable.

We consider .the contitional probability of the event t Bk= 1J
given the event {Ai = 1] . Taking into account the definition
of the expectation of a stochastic boo1ean variable given in chapter
2, we can write

t -I -} -P {BkI\Ai =1J
P Bk -1 A. -1 - { 1

~ P A. = 1
~

= (3-3)

We consider now the truth tab1e of the variable BkAAi and we de1ete
all the rows for which f Ai= O} . We call this the reduced truth
table. In addition we associate with each survived row a norma1ized
occurrence probability which is equa1 to the occurrence probability
of the e1ementary event associated with the row devided by the
occurrence probability of the event {Ai= 13 . The conditiona1 prob
ability P {Bk=lIAi =l} is obviously equal to the sum of the norma1ized
occurrence ~robabi1ities associated with the elementary events for
which tBk.=lj. On the other hand the reduced truth table with associated
norma1~zed probabi1ities can be understood as the truth table with
associate'. probabilities of a new stochastic boolean variable which
we indicate with the notation BklAi and which we call conditioned
variable. Since the sets {Bk=l I Ai=1} and {(Bk' Ai )=1 Jcontain
the same e1ementary events we obvious1y have

(3-4a)

and

(3-4b)
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We recall now the definition of a stochastic boolean variable
given in chapter 2 and we can write

From Eqs. 3-4b and 3-4c we get

E fBk I Ai1= p fBk = 1 J Ai = l}

Eq. 3-5a is equivalent to the following statement

(3-4c)

(3-5a)

"The expectation of the conditioned variable BklAi is
equal to the conditional probability of the event fBk=lJ
given the event fAi=lJ ".

From Eqs. 3-3 and 3-5ait follows

(3- Sb)

Eq. 3-5b is equivalent to the following statement

"Given two stochastic boolean variables (say A. and BK)
the expectation of the conditioned variable B~IAi is
equal to the ratio between the expectation of the con
junction of the two variables (Bk" Ai) and the expectation
of the variable A.".

1.

In the following we shall use the more convenient expressiou_.
"conditional expectation of Bk.given Ai" instead of the expression
"expectation of the conditioned variable Bk~i~

We can now introduce the definition ofstatistical independence
among stochastic booleanvariables.

"Two stochastic boolean variables (say Ai and Bk) are said
to be mutally statistically independent if the expectation of
their conjunction is equ~l to th.e product of the expectations 0:1;

each variab le. "

This is equivalent to writing

(3-6.)
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From Eqs. 3-Sa and 3- Sb it follows immediately that, if two boolean
functions Ai and Bk are mutually statistically independent, the
conditional expectation of one variable given the other is equal
to the expectation of the same variable. This is equivalent to
writing

(3-7a)

and

(3-7b)

It is important to point out that a necessary condition for two
variables to bemutually statistically independent is that they
are already mutually logically independent.

We come now to the definition of mutual statistical independ
ence amongcömpörtertts.

"Two components are said to be mutually statistically inde
pendent if the boolean variables of the first component
are pairwise mutually statistically independent of the
variables of the second component."

If two components are mutually statistically independent, they are
also mutually logically independent. However, if they are mutually
logically independent, they are not necessarily mutually statisti
cally independent.

We give now the definition of statisticallyirtdepertdent component

"A component is said to be statisdcally independent if it is
pairwise mutually statistically independent of each primary
component of the system, whose literals do not appear in the
variables of the component".

A component which is not independent is said to be
dependent.

3.2 A theorem on the conditional expectation.

Three boolean variables namely Zj' I
k

and Xs are such that

(I) a variable Y exists which satisfies the following boolean
equation q

= ( 3-8)
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Y is statistically independent of I k as well as of
Z~ that is .

J

E{XsAIk } = E{ YqJ\Ik 1= E {Yq J. E {Ik1 (3-9)

and

(3-10)

If the Eqs. 3-8 te> 3-10 hold, the expectation of Zj given I I\. X
is equal to the expectation of Z. given Ik • This lS equivatent tlb
writing J

ErZ j r~AXs} = E[ Zj I I k } (3- 11 )

To demonstrate that Eq.3-11 holds, we start by making the conjunc
tion of both sides of Eq. 4-1 with Z.. We get

J

z. AY AI
k

=
J q

Z./\ X /\ I kJ s
(3-12)

By taking the expectation of both sides of Eq.3-12 we get

( 3-13)

Taking into account Eqs. 3-9 and 3-10 and the definition of condi
tional expectation (eq. 3-3), we have

(3-14 )

In addition we have obviously

(3-15)

Taking into account Eqs. 3-14 and 3-15, Eq. 3-13 becomes

(3-16)

Taking into account Eq. 3-9, Eq. 3-16 finally becomes

E [ Zj I I k 1= E [ Zj IXs AI k }

which is identical with Eq. 3-11.

(3-17)
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4. STATE ANALYSIS.

4.1 Generalities. State Diagrams. Product of components.

The most direct way to calcu1ate the occurrence probability of
the event {TOP = 1Jis the state analysis.

Fig. 4-1 shows a fault tree which is identica1 with that of
Fig. 1-4. Its truth tab1e is shown in Fig. 4-2 and is identia1 with
that of Fig. 1-8. Each row of the truth tab1e is an e1ementary state
of the system under consideration.

In chapter 1 we have seen that each e1ementary state of the
system can be represented by the cartesian product of the states
occupied by each individual primary component (smallest form of system
elementary state). In addition we have also seen that there is a
one to one correspondence between smallest forms of elementary
states and complete monomials.

Fig. 4-3 shows the so called table of systemelementary states
with the corresponding values of the TOP variable in the last column.
Each row of the table corresponds to an e1ementary state of the system. Let us
consider for instance the row number 7. The plus sign in the column
A3 means that primary component A occupies state a3, that is

a3 = {A3 = 1 } (4-1 )

Let us indicate with s. a generic e1ementary state of the system and with Si
its associated boolean~variable. From the row number 7 of Fig. 4.2
we get

= (4-2)

and therefore

= (4-3)

It is important to point out that the set of the variables S
(i=1 ,2, •• ,n) constitute a component because thevariab1es st satisfy the re
strictions. The complete set of states (state space) can be repre
sented in a diagramatic form by astate diagram. Fig. 4-4 shows a
state diagram in the case of the system whose table of states is
given in Fig. 4-3 (n=12). Each circle indicates astate. The symbol
of the variable associated with a particu1ar state is marked inside
the circle corresponding to the state under consideration. A line
connecting two circles indicates the transition from one state to
the other. The arrow on the line indicates the direction ofthe
transition.

Two states are said to be mutually communicable (or mutually
accessible) if each one of the two states is directly accessible
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Fig. 4 -1. Fault Tree.

l.'rimary Number
Component Qf States

A 3

B 2

C 2

Inputs Output
Row

Number At B
t Cl A2

TOP

1 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 1 0

3 0 0 1 0 0

4 0 0 1 1 0

5 0 1 0 0 0

6 0 1 0 1 1

7 0 1 1 0 1

8 0 1 1 1 1

9 1 0 0 0 0

10 1 0 1 0 1

11 1 1 0 0 0

12 1 1 1 0 1

Fig. 4-2. Truth Table of the fault tree of Fig. 4-1.
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Primary Components

State
A B C TOPNumber

AI AZ A3 BI BZ CI Cz

I + + + 0

Z + + + 0

3 + + + 0

4 + + + 0

5 + + + 0

6 + + + I

7 + + + I

8 + + + 1

9 + + + 0

10 + + + 1

I I + + + 1

IZ + + + I

Fig. 4-3. Table of system elementary states. (Fault tree of Fig. 4-1)
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I
I
I
I I
I IL J~~-o-p=~~

Fig. 4 -4: State Diagram (Fault Tree of Fig.4 -1)
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from the other by means of only one transition. In this case the
corresponding circles in the state diagram are linked to each'other
by two lines (one for each diraction) •

Two states are said to be unidirectionally communicable (unidirection
ally accessible) if only one of the two states is direct1y accessible
from the other by only one transition. In this case the corr~sponding

circles in the state diagram are linked to each oth,er by only one line
with an arrow iridicating the direction of the only possible transition.

Finally two states are said to be mutually incommunicable (or
mutually inaccessible)if neitherofthe two states is directly access
ible from the other by means of only one transition. In this case
the corresponding circles in the state diagram are not directly
connected by any line.

In the state diagram of Fig. 4-4 the states 82 and s3 are
mutually inacces8ible and the states s6 and s10 are unidirectional
ly accessible (s is directly accessiole from s6 but, s6 is not
directly accessi62e from sI0)' Finally the states sI and s3' are
mutually accessible.

Note that there are transitions (like that from state sI to s3
in Fig. 4-4) in which only one primary component changes its state
and transitions in which more primary components change their state
simultaneously. For instance, in the transition from s6 to s10 all
three primary components change their state simultaneously.

In the aboveexample we have assumed that the components A; B
and C are primary components. This assumption is however not necessary.
We can also assurne that A; Band C are in general not primary components.
We shall say thatcomponent 8 is obtained by multiplying the components
A; Band C and we shall write

8 = AlT B1f C (4-4)

where the symbol 1f indicates the operation of product among components.
The operation of multiplication (product) among components means in
practice to generate the state diagram of a new component (super
component) from the state diagrams of some given components, which
are called factor components. Each state of the new state diagram is
characterized by a variable which is a non zero monomial containing
a number of factor variables equal to that of factor components.
The total number of states of the super component is equal to the
product of the number of states of all factor components.

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 4-4 state slO of
component 8 is associated with the variable 8 10 which is a monomial
obtained by the conjunction of the parent variables Al; BZ and Cl
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In the following we shall indicate a.state of a component by
means of its associated variable. In saying that, we mean that the
state is equa1 to the va1ue 1 of its associated variable. We can
therefore comp1ete1y forget the set theory and handle our problems
by using on1y the boo1ean algebra with restrictions on variables.
This förma1ism faci1itates enormous1y the possibi1ity to combine
fault tree analysis with state analysis.

In accordance with the new formalism, the occurrence probability
of astate will be rep1aced by the expectation of th~ corresponding
boo1ean variable. For instance we have:

p fComponent S occupies state s7 at t J

We sha11 ca11 the stochastic process the set of probability
1aws governing the transitions from each state to any other state
of the state space. These probability 1aws must be specified in such
a way that the occurrence probability of each event as a function
of time can be unique1y calcu1ated.

We sha11 limit ourse1ves to the case of Markow processes con
tinuous in time and with a finite number of states /13,15/. This
process is comp1ete1y defined if the so ca11ed instantaneous tran
sition rates are knm·Jn functions of time and the occurrence proba
bi1ities of each event at the initial time (t = 0) are also known.
The instantaneous transition rate Aij(t) from state si to state Sj
(ifj) can be defined by the fo110wing eqation

A.. (t) lim d
1
t P {component S occupies state sJ' at t + dt (

1J dt-.o

System occupies state si at t J (4-7)

By using the new notation, Eq. 4-7 can be written as fo110ws

Aij = lim d
1
t Er S/t +dt) I Si(t> J (4-8)

dt-a..o

If states s. and s. are mutually inaccessible the two corresponding
transition fates ate equal to zero, that is

A.. = A.. = 0
1J J1

(4-9)
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If states Sj and si are unidirectionally accessible and exact1y sj
is directly accessible from s. but not s. from s., we have instead

~ ~ J

A.. = 0
J~

and

A.. :f 0
~J

(4-10)

(4-11 )

In astate diagram (.~. g. Fig. 4-4) the transient rates Aij are written
near their corresponding connecting lines. If a transition rate is
equal to zero, its corresponding line in the state diagram can be
deleted.

With reference to state s. we shall say that the transition
rate Aij is a departure transition rate and the failure rate Aij
is an arrival transition rate.

In the following we shall assume that the transition rates can
take only finite values and that they are regular functions of the
time (without dIscontinuities). It is known from the literature /13,15/
that under the above hypothesis a system of n first order linear
differential equations linking the occurrence probabilities of the
states to the transition rates can oe written.

We first introduce the shorter symbol E. defined as follows
~

i=I,2, .• ,n (4-12)

order linear differential equations can be written asThe n first
follows

dEo
~-=

dt

n n
l: A•• E. - E. l: A••

j = 1 J ~ J ~ j = 1 ~J
( ~ ..lJ') •• 1 2,,-r ~,J=, , ... ,n (4-13)

Eq. 4-13 refers to state s .. Note the particular way in which Eq.
4-13 is written. The deriv~tive of Ei is given by the difference
between two terms. The first term is equal to the sum of the
expectations of the other variables of the state diagram, each
expectation being multiplied by the corresponding arrival transition
rate A]i' The second term is simply given by the expectation of the
variable associated to the state Si multiplied by the sum of all
departure transition rates A...

~J
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Note that only n-l out of n equations are independent. In fact
the expectations E. must also satisfy the first type restriction
(Eq. 2-36), that i:t

n
,L 1 E,
~= ~

(4-14)

The system of equations made of Eq. 4-14 and of n-l out of n differ
ential equations (Eqs. 4-13',) can be uniquely solved if the initial
values Eio at time t=O of each Ei are also known. The methods of
solving a system of first order linear differential equations are
weIl known in the literature especially in the usual case in which
the transition rates are constant with time (homogeneous Markow
process). In this last case the Laplace transformation method can
be applied. The general solution can be expressed as a sum of ex
ponential functions. We shall not go into cletail here because these
are very weIl known methods which the reader can learn from the
usual textbooks on linear differential equations.

We shall only point out thatfue asymptotic values Eioo (t+oo)
can be directly obtained (without solving the system of differential
equations) by putting in Eqs. 4-13 all dEi/dt=O and all Aij = Ai'oo
(t+oo)~ In this case the system of fitst order linear differential
equations is reduced to a system of first order algebraicequations.
The roots of the system of algebrarcequations can be found by means
of er ame r 's rule (wi th the determinants). This method is also
very weIl known and therefore will not be discussed here. Note that
the initial values Ei are not needed if one is interested in the

. l' 0
asymptot~c so ut~on only.

State analysis is a very general method which can be used ~n

principle to calculate the occurrence probability of any event
associated with a complex system. However, due to the enormous number
of elementary states (which a complex system usually has), it cannot
be applied in practice. It is instead applied to calculate the ex
pectation of the primary variables of a fault tree because the number
of states of a primary component is usually very small.

Eq. 4-13 can be written as follows

dEo n
~ L E. A. Uj i ;j= 1,2 ... ;n (4-15)J .. -

dt j=l J~ ~ ~

where

J ..
F

A.. E.
F J

inlet flow to si from Sj (4-16)

and
·n

A. =~
~ J=l

j1l

A..
~J

total departure transition rate from s. (4-17)
--------------------~
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Note that the quantity J .. is called outlet flow from s. to s.
l~ J-----~if we refer to the equation or state s ..

J

Another way of writing Eq. 5-13 is of course the following

dEo
~

dt

n
1:
j=l

(3 .. -J .. )
J ~ ~J

i= 1; 2 ... ;n (4-18)

where the quantity J ji -Jii is called net inlet flow to Si from
~j. The quantity Jij -Jji rs called net outlet flow from Si~j'
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4.2 Condensation and expansion of state diagrams. Parent primary components.
Definition of ehe arbitrary binary cömpönent.

We want to discuss first the operation of condensation. The
operation of condensation consists in 1umping together in a single
state some states of astate diagram. The new state generated by the
condens~tion of these states is ca11ed macrostate. The condensation
1aws are very simple. If sk and Sq are two states which have to be
condensed, the macrostate sk+q rep1aces the two old states in the
new state diagr~m. The transifion rates Akq and Aqk do not appear in
the new state d~agram.

The arrival transition rates of the two states sk and
the same state Sj must be 1umped (sumrned) together to give
transition rate Trom st&te Sj mstate sk+q' name1y

sH from
tHe

A =j(k+q) A' k + A.
J- J q

(4-19)

The departure transition rate of the new state sk+q to state s. is
given by the fo11owingequation J

A
k

.E
k

+ A .E
J qJ q
E + E
k q

(4-20)

It is easy to prove that if one app1ies the Eqs. 4-19 and 4-20,
the new system of linear differential equations is of order n-1 and.
is consistent with the original one. This means that both systems
give the same solution for the occurrence probabi1ities of each state
with the exception of course of the two states which have been con
densed. It can also easi1y be shown that the occurrence probability
of the macrostate sk+q is equa1 to the sum of the occurrence probab
i1ities of its predecessors, that is

E = E + E
k+q k q

(4-21 )

Eq. 4-21 can be understood as a relationship between the expectation
of the variable associated with the macrostate and the expectations
of thevariables associated with the old states. The boo1ean relation
ship between the new variable and the old variables is obvious1y the
fo11owing

(4-22)

Eq. 4-20 tell us that the new transition rate ~(k+ )j is in general
a function of the quantities Ek and Eq which are u~r<nown. It fo11ows
that the method of condensation of states can be profitab1y app1ied
in the cases i~ which t~e unknown ~k and Eq can be e1iminated from
Eq. 4-20. For ~nstance ~n thespec~a1 case
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A
kj A

qj
= A

Eq. 4-20 gives simply

\k+q)j
= A = known quantity

(4-23)

(4-24)

Another example is that in which, due to a symmetry in the state
diagram, it is possible to deduce that

E = Ek q

Taking into account Eq. 4-25, Eq. 4-20 becomes

A(k )' = (Ak · + A .)/2 = known quantity+q J J qJ

(4-25)

(4-26)

In this case too it is convenient to condense the states sk
and s .

q

The condensation rules can be expressed in terms of equations
among flows. Eqs. 4-19 and 4-20 become respectively

(4-27)

and

(4-28)

We consider now the case of the condensation of m states with m~ 2.
We can indicate with si (i = 1;2 ... ;m) the states of astate
diagram which we want to condense in a single macrostate (sl+2 '+m)
a.nd with Sj (j =m+l; m+2 ... ;n) the remaining states. The boolean"
variable associated with the macrostate is given by the disjunction
of the variables associated with the states which are being condensed.
We have the first condensation rule:

81 2 = V 8. (4-29)
+ +.. ;+m i=l 1.

The inlet flow to the macrostate from state s. is given by the sum
of the inlet flows from state Sj to the statea which are being con
densed. This is called the second condensation rule and is written
as folIows.

m

J j (1+2+ •• ;+m) = L
i=l

J ..
J1.

(4-30)
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Finally the outlet flow from the macrostate to state Sj is equal
to the sum of the outlet flows from the condensing states towards
state Sj (third condensation rule)

J (l+2 ... ; +m) j = t-
i=l

J ..
1J

(4-31)

In eonelusion, by eondensing the states of a system S, one ean generate
new state diagrams. Eaeh one of these state diagrams ean be thought of as
the state diagram of a eomponent whose variables are in general boolean
funetions of some of the primary variables of the system. The variables
of this eomponent obviously satisfy the two restrietion types (Eqs. 3-1
and 3-2).
Let us now eonsider the boolean expression of a variable of a eomponent.
A literal appearing in the boolean funetion is said to be parent to the
variable, and the primary eomponent to whieh the literal belongs is said
to be parent to the eomponent under eonsideration.

If we reeall the definition of mutual lagieal independenee (seetion
3.1), we ean state the following

"Two mutually logieally independent eomponents have no primary
parent eomponent in eommon."

The operation of expansion is complementary to that of conden
sation. Here a macrostate is dissected (expanded) into two or more
states. In the case of the expansion of astate into two states,
Eqs. 4-27 and 4-28 must also be applied but in the reverse direetion.
Note that in this case the problem is not completely defined. In
fact, given a value for J'(k ) there is an infinite number of pairs
of values for Jjk and J. J +qwhich satisfy Eq. 4-27. The same can
be said for Jkj and JqjJqin the case of Eq. 4-28. Since Eq. 4-22
must also be satisfied, the new boolean variables can be expressed
as follows

and

(4-33)

where Xl and X
2

must obviously satisfy the two boolean identities

(4-34)

and
0) (4-35)

This means that Xl and X2 belong to a binary component. If we want
to expand a macrostate into "m" states, we have first to define a
new component, characterized by m variables. Each new state is
characterized by a variable which results from the conjunction
between the variable associated with the macrostate and one of the
variables of the new component. The new flows must be chosen in
such a way that, by recondensing the m states again into the macro
state, one finds again the original state diagram (with the same
flows) .
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From the above discussion we can state the following rule for
the operation of expansion.

"To expand a variable Aj(associated to astate aj of s given
state diagram) with respect to a component X means to generate
a number of new states equal to the number of variables of
component X, each new state being characterized by a variable
given by the conjunction of the original variable A. with one.
variable of component X. The stochastic properties 3f component
X must be such that by recondensing the new variables into the
original variable A·(i.e. the new states intQ the ~~c~oatate)
Qne finds again theJ original state diagl;am (with the same flows)."

We want to give an example now.

The state diagram 1 of Fig. 4-6 refers to the binary component
A. The state diagram 4 of Fig. 4-6 is the original state diagram 1
expanded into four states. The expansion can be carried out in one
step alone. However, in order to better illustrate the method, we
shall carry out the expansion in two successive steps. Two path are
possible, namely the path 1-2-4 and the path 1-3-4. Both paths are
shown in Fig. 4-6. We shall follow the path 1-2-4.

By comparing the state diagrams 1 and 2, one can write the
following two equations

0' + 0" = 0 (by applying Eq. 4-30) (4-36)

and (by applying Eq. 4-31)

(4-37)

By applying the same procedure between the state diagrams 2 and
4, we get

(4-38)

(4-39)

(4-40)

0" E {A }
2

(4-41)
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Fig. 4 -6: Method of Expansion. An Example;
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By adding Eq. 4-41 to EI. 4-38 and by taking into account Eq.
4-36, we get

By repalcing in Eq. 4-37 p' and pli by means of Eqs. 4-39 and
4-40, we get

(4-43)

Eqs. 4-42 and 4-43 are the only conditions which the transition
rates of the state diagram 4 must satisfy because of the ex
pansion.

Let us consider now the state diagram of Fig. 4-7 which has been
derived from the state diagram of Fig. 4-4 by lumping together
0ondensing) some states. Here the binary component Xhas been intro
duced which is characterized by the two variables defined as follows

(4-44)

and

(4-45)

The state diagram of Fig. 4-7 has 6 states whose variables are:

(4-46)

(4-47)

(4-48)

(4-49)

(4-50)

(4-51)

One could of course get another state diagram by using tWQ
equations for Xl and X

2
, different from Eqs. 4-44 and 4-45.
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V"31

Fig.4-7: State Diagram Obteined by Condesation
from that of Fig.4-4 with Xl :: 81/\ Cl
and X2:: Xl :: 82 VC2
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Component x is called arbitrary binary component. The word arbitrary
is here understood in the sense that component X can be any of the
binary components which multiplied by A gives a super component
A~ X whose state diagram can be obtained from that of S by properly
condensing it.

In other words an arbitrary binary component simulates the rest
of the system.

We can state now the following definition of arbitrary binary
component.

"Given a system Sand a component A, we call an arbitrary binary
component any arbitrarily chosen binary component X, which
satisfies the only condition that the state diagram of the
super component genera ted by multiplying A and X (A ~ X) can
b . d ."e obta1ned from that of S by proper con ensat10n •

Given a component A and an arbitrary binary component X, two possi
bilities exist: either they are mutually logically independent or
they are mutually logically dependent. In the case that A and X
are mutually logical1y independent, they have no parent primary
component in common.
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4.3 Privi1eged and Unprivi1eged Components

Let us go back now to the state diagram of Fig. 4-7. Here the tran
~ition rates in which component A is invo1ved are shown. We assurne now
that A is a primary component. We consider the two pairs of transition

t ( ' ') d (,,11 ")ra es "12' 0'12' an \;.v]2.' 0'12'

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 4-7 and taking into
account the definition of transition rate given in section 4-1,
we can write the fo11owing equation

,,' +6'"' =12 12

lim
dt4> 0

1 E{(A2AX1att+dt)I\(A1AX1at t)} +E{(A2Axzatt+dt)A(A
1
J\x

1
at t)}

dt'E{AlAXl at t }

(4-52)

Since we obvious1y have

Ef(A2AX1 at t+dt)A(A1"Xl at t)} + E f(A2AX2 at t+dt)A(A1J\X1 at t) =

= E fEA2 AX1 at t+dt)V(A2 AX2 at t+dtU/\(A1AX1 at t)] =

= EI [A2 /\ (x1VX2) at t+dJ A

= E [ (A2 at t+dt) A(Al AXl at

Eq. 4-52 becomes

=

(4-53)

\)' +
12

lim J=
dt~O dt

(4-54)

By app1ying the same procedure to \)12 and (5 "12
we can write

\)" + (5"
12 12

lim J E {A
2

at t+dt !A
1

Ax
2

at t}
dt ......O dt

(4-55)
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We introduce now the transition rate n12 from state al to
state a2 of primary component A. This trans~tion rate is defined
by the following equation

lim 1
dt 400 dt E {A2 at t+dt I Al at t} (4-56)

We have

E {A2 at t+dt I Al at t}
E {(A2 at t +dt) A(AI at t)}

= =

=

E {(A2 at t+dt )MAl " Xl at t)} + E {(A2at t+dt)1\ (AlJ\X2 at t) }

(4-57)

Taking into account Eqs. 4-54 and 4-55 and 4-57, Eq. 4-56 becomes

(4-58)
E {Al at t}

Eq. 4-58 is practically the equation that one would get by condensing
the states whose variabl~s are Al" Xl and Al" X2 into.a macrostate (Al)
and the states whose var~ables are A2 AX and A2" X2 ~nto another macro
state (A2), and by applying the condensation ruIe for the transition from
the first macrostate to the second one (Fig. 4-8).

If we have for all arbitrary binary components X which are mutually logi
cally independent with A

v I + 0 I = v" + 0" (4-59)
12 12 12 12

Eq. 4-58 glves

V I + 0 "
12 12 (4-60)
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Fig.4-8: State Diagram Obtained by
Condensation trom that of Fig. 4-7
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Taking into account the meaning of the quantities v 12 + a~2 (Eq. 4-54)
and v12 + a~2 (Eq. 4-55) and the fact that nJ2 is inaependent of the
choice of tfie arbitrary binary component X Wfi1Ch is mutually logically
independent with A, Eq. 4-60 teIls us that the transition rate from
state a l to state a2 of primary component A is invariant with respect
to the states occup1ed at any time by all other primary components of
the system. In this case we say that the transition rate from state a lto state a2 is a privileged trartsitiört rate.

If all transition rates of Aare privileged we say that primary
component A is privileged.

We can state now the two following definitions

1st Definition (privileged transition rate)

"If the transition rate from one state to another of a primary
component is invariant with respect to the state occupied at
any time by all other primary components of the system, the
transition rate is said to be privileged."

2nd Definition (privileged primary compörtent)

"If the transition rates of a primary component are all privileged,
the primary component is said to be privileged."

Note that the latter definition does not exclude the possibility that
the state occupied by the privileged primary component influences some
transition rates of some other primary components of the system. In
this case, according to the definition of statistical independence
given in chapter 3 (Eq. 3-6), the privileged primary component is sta
tistically dependent (because its variables are statistically dependent).
If instead the privileged primary component does not affect any transi
tion rate of any other primary component of the system and, by having a
transition, does not cause any other primary component to have a tran
sition simultaneously, the privileged primary component is also statisti
cally independent.

A more general definition of privileged primary component is the following:

"A primary component whose performance at each time is independent
of the state occupied by all other primary components (belonging
to the system), as weIl as from their past history, is said to be
privileged. "

The privileged primary components have the following important property

"The expectation of a stochastic literal belonging to a privi
leged primary component can be calculated by using only the
probability data of the primary component to which it belongs.
No knowledge about the system or about the other primary com
ponents is required".
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We come now to the definition of privileged component

"lf the expectations of all variables of a component can
be calculated by using only the probability data of its
parent primary components, the component is said to be
privileged. "

A component which is not privileged is said to be un
privileged.

The classification of components into privileged and un
privileged is directly linked to the method for the calculation
of the expectation of the conjunction of two boolean variables,
say A. and Bk' We can split the expectation of AiABk into the
produ~t of the expectation of one variable and the conditional
expectation of the other variable given the first. Two equivalent
expressions can be written, namely

(4-61)

and

(4-62)

One would obviously choose Eq. 4-61 if component A is prlVl
leged (and B is unprivileged) and Eq. 4-62 if component B is
privileged (and A is unprivileged).
In fact, if A is privileged and B is not privileged, the quantity
E{A.} can be calculated by considering the state diagram of
component A alone. This state diagram is certainly smaller than
that of the super component A 1f B. It is instead not possible to
calculate E {Bk} by considering the state diagram of B alone.

The variables of a privileged component are called privileged
variables. The variables of an unprivileged component are called
unprivileged variables.

Finally, by taking into account the definition of logical and
statistical independence, we can state the following

"If two mutually logically independent components are both
privileged, they are also mutually statistically independent."
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4.4 Primary components. Master and slave components. Inhibitors.
Smallest privileged super component associated with au un
privileged primary component.

Primary components are classified into two categories:
privileged primary components and unprivileged primary components
(see ßection 4.3). Since the set of probability laws governing the
behaviourof a privileged primary component (i.e. the transition
rates) is unique and known, the state diagram of the primary component
can be drawn immediately according to the procedure shown in section
4.1 and the corr~sponding system of linear differential equations
can also be written.

Finally the expectation of each individual primary variable
of the primary component can easily be calculated by solving the
system of linear differential equations.

In the case of an unprivileged primary component, on the other hand, all
primary components upon which the primary component under consideration
is statistically dependent must also be taken into account.

The stochastic behaviour of an unprivileged primary component is
governed by more than one set of probability laws. In general one
can identify an universal set of pairwise mutually exclusive events
(master events) and can associate with each of these master events
a particular set of transition rates governing the stochastic be
haviour of the unprivileged primary component. In addition, since a
transition from a master event to another master event may cause a
transition from one state to another state of the unprivileged com
ponent)one can define the conditional probability that a specific
transition in the master event space (condi~ionin& tran~ition) causes
a specific transition in the state space of the unprivileged primary
component (conditioned transition). In general one can also asso
ciate with each conditioning transition a set of conditional proba
bilities, each of them being related to a specific conditioned tran
sition.

We now associate with each of these master events a stochastic
boolean binary variable which takes the value 1 if the eventoccurs
and the value 0 otherwise. The set of these variables constitute a
component (master component). The unprivileged primary component is
called the slave of the master component. The variables belonging to
a master component are called master variables.
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A master component can be either privileged or unprivileged.

A privileged master component is called an Inhibitor. The vari
ables belonging to an Inhibitor are calledinhibitingvariables.

We can make the following two statements.

"If a privileged primary component is not parent to the master
component of an unprivileged primary component, the two primary
components are mutually statistically independent."

and
"A statistically independent primary component is a privileged
primary component which is parent to none of the master com
ponents of the system."

We want to introduce now the very important concept of smallest
privileged super component ass0ciated with an unprivileged primary
component.

In the case that the master component is privileged, the smallest
privileged super component is the super component which results from
the product of the unprivileged primary component and its Inhibitor.

If the master component is unprivileged, at-least one of its
parent primary components is unprivileged. The unprivileged primary
components, which are parent to the master component, have their own
master components, which in turn can be either privileged or unprivi
leged, and so on. These master components, too, influence indirectly
the stochastic behaviour of the unprivileged primary component under
consideration. In this case the smallest privileged super component
is the super component which results from the product of the unprivi
leged primary component with its own master component and with all
other concerned master components.
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4.5 The weH designed and weH Itlaintained technical system.

The state diagram of a complex system is usually very large, so
that the calculation of the occurrence probability of the top state obtained
by summing up the occurrence prooa5iliiies of the elementary states
belonging to the top is in practice impossible. For this reason one
is bound to carry out the fault tree analysis of the system. How-
ever, the fault tree analysis alone can be applied only if the
primary components are all privileged. If a primary component is un
privileged one is compelled to carry out at least the state analysis
of the smallest privileged super component associated with the unprivi
leged primary component. The states of this super component
can oe considered as macrostates obtained by a proper condensation
of fhe elementary states of the system.

The problem now arises whether or not the probabilities calcul
ated by analysing the state diagram of the super component alone
can be directly incorporated in the fault tree analysis. One has
first to satisfy hirnself that the most important effects due to the
statistical dependence have been taken into account and that one
does not need to consider the rest of the system, because in this
case one would be compelled to analyse the state diagram of the
elementary states of the system.

One has to demonstrate that either the effect of the rest of
the system can be neglected or that this effect can be properly
accounted for by calculating some correction coefficients. This
result must of course be obtained without analysing the state
diagram of the elementary states of the system. For this reason
we have introduced in the preceeding section the arbitrary binary
component which simulates the behaviour of the rest of the system.

It is clear that it would be extremely difficult (if not im
possible) to carry out any analysis if we are not able to reduce
the degree of arbitrariness of this arbitrary binary component.
This can be done by considering some properties of symmetry or of
asymmetry that the system has. By considering these properties, the
analyst can then impose some restrictive conditions on the degree
of arbitrariness of the arbitrary binary component.

Since the variety of technical systems is very large, it is
not possible to set general rules on how to proceed. For instance
some systems can be characterized by some parts which are duplicated,
but not all systems have this type of symmetry.

There are however some properties which are common to all
systems which are supposed to have been weIl designed, weIl con~

structed and are being weIl maintained.
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We want now to list some of the properties that a system must
satisfy in order to receive the attribute of "well designed and
we 11 maintained ,"

The first property bs.. that the occurrence probability of the
top (fai1ed state) is a very sma11 number (10- 3 ; 10-5 ). This is due
to the fact that the transition rates of a component can be of two
types: either they are re1ated to a transition from an intact to a
fai1ed state or vice versa. In the first case we speak of fai1ure
rate and in the second case ofrepair rate.

For a given component repair rates are orders of ~ag~itude 1ar~~2:.

than f,H1ure rates. All well designed and well malntalned technica1
systems satisfy the above requirement.

Th~ second property iso that the statistica1 d~pendence among
components is the exception and not the ru1e. In other words the
aim of the designer is to design a system in which most components
are pairwise mutual1i statistica11y independent. If a common mode fai
lure is discovered, one tries by appropriate measures either to eli
minate it, or at least to strongly reduce the failure rate due to the
common cause.

A third property is that the designer usua11y tries to reach
an high performance (low unavai1abi1ity) of the system by making
its parts to have comparab1e re1iability. For instance, if a system
consists of two mutua11y statistica11y independent subsystems (1 and
Z) and the system fai1ß if at least one of the two subsystems fai1s,
the system unavai1abi1ity V is simp1y given by

where

V1 = unavai1abi1ity of subsystem 1

Vz = unavai1abi1ity of subsystem Z

. -2-9Nobody wou1d deslgne subsystems such that V1=10- and VZ=10 . A
we11 designed and we11 maintained technica1 system is also usua11y
we11 ba1anced, that is one tries to design the various parts of
the system in such a way that they have comparab1e unavai1abi1ities.

Fina11y a hierarchy among components exists: there are
components which have a main task in the system and components which
ass ist the main components to perform their task. Take for instance
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the ease of an e1eetrie generator and of a eireuit breaker assoeiated
with it. The e1eetrie generator has the funetion to generate e1eetrie
power whieh is the main funetion of the system (the e1eetrie power
supp1y system) to whieh the generator be10ngs. The eireuit breaker
has a subordinate ro1e, name1y that of eonneeting or diseonneeting
the generator from the bus bars. The e1eetrie generator is a eomp1ex
and heavy maehine, the eireuit breaker instead is mueh 1ess eomp1ex.
Due to this differenee in eomp1exity, one shou1d reasonab1y expeet
that the time required to repair a fai1ed e1eetrie generator is
usua11y mueh 1arger than that required to repair or to rep1aee a
fai1ed eireuit breaker. In addition nobody wou1d eoup1e a very
re1iab1e e1eetrie generator with a eireuit breaker whieh fai1s often.
In other words one shou1d reasonab1y expeet that, in a we11 designed
andwe11 maintained e1eetrie power supp1y system, the eontribution to
the total system unavai1abi1ity due to the e1eetrie generator is
probab1y higher than that due to the assoeiated eireuit breaker.

In eone1usion, one ean e1assify eomponents into two eategories:
main eomponents and subordinate eomponents. The main eomponents per
form the main funetion of the system to whieh they be10ng. E1eetrie
generators, pumps are usua11y main eomponents. The subordinate eom
ponents have a minor and simpler task, name1y that of assisting the
main eomponents to perform their funetion. A main eomponent is usua11y
mueh more eomp1ex than a subordinate component assoeiated with it. It
is reasonable to expeet that in we1l designed and we11 maintained
systems the repair rate of a main eomponent is sma11er than that of
the subordinate eomponent assoeiated with it. It is also reasonab1e
to expeet that the fai1ure rate of a main eomponent is 1arger than
that of the subordinate eomponent assoeiated with it.
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5. STATE ANALYSIS OF AN UNPRIVILEGED PRIMARY COMPONENT

5.1 Genera1ities

In order to carry out the state analysis of an unprivi1eged
primary component, one must consider also all the other primary
components upon which the unprivi1eged primary component is
statistica11y dependent.

Two methods are suggested here. They are

1. The method of the substitution of the primary variables.

2. The method of the conditional expectation.

The first method is rather general and is applied especially in
the case in which the master component is unprivileged.

The second method is less general and can be applied only in
the case in which the master component is privileged, i.e. it is an
Inhibitor.

5.2 The method of the substitution of the unprivileged primary variables

According to what said in section 4.4, we have to identify the small
est privileged super component G associated with the unprivileged primary
component. In general the smallest privileged super component is the super
component which results from the product of the unprivileged primary com
ponent with its master component and with all other master components which
influence indirectly the stochastic behaviour of the unprivileged primary
component. We consider now the sta~e diagram of the smallestprivileged
super component G.

We can associate with each of these states a stochastic
binary boolean variable which takes the value I if G occupies the
associated state and the value 0 otherwise. We can also write the
system of linear differential equations and calculate the ex
pectations of the variable~ associated with G. The literals con
tained in the variables of Gare now expressed as functions of the
variables of Gwhich now become thei:l.ew primary variables. Finally
the old literals are replaced by the new primary variables in the
fault tree. In this way the statistical dependence among the old
literals is removed from the fault tree and is replaced by the
logical dependence·· among the new literals (those of G).
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We shall illustrate the method by means of an example. In a
fault tiee there are two primary components (A and B) each being
characterized by two states (intact and failed). Each component
can fail either alone or tagether with the other component at
exactly the same time (common mode failure). We shall indicate
with a] and b] respectively the failed states of A and Band with
a2 and b2 the intact states. The failure rate of A failing alone
is AA' if B occupies state b2 and AAl! if B occupies state b]. The
failure rate of B failing alone is AB' if A occupies state a2 and
AB" if A occupies state a]. The failure rate associated with the
common mode failure is AAB. The repair rates of A and Bare respec
tively ~A and ~B. We can say that A is the master of Band B is
the master of A.

We introduce the super-component G (characterized by four states),
which one obtains by multiplying the components A and B. The states
of Gare shown in Fig. 5-] with associated transition rates among
the various states.

According to the state diagram of Fig.5-] , we define the new
primary variables

GI = Al A BI (5-1 )

G2 = A2 ABI (5-2)

G3
=

Al " B2 (5-3)

G
4

= A2 1\ B2 (5-4)

Eqs. 5- 1 to 5- 4 can be solved to get Al, A2, BI and B2 • We have

Al = G3 VGI (5-5)

A2 = GZ V G4 (5-6)

BI = GI VG2 (5-7)

B2 = G3 V G4 (5-8)

Eqs.5-5 to 5-8 can be used to replace in the fault tree the old
primary variables AI,A2,B] and B2 by means of the new primary vari-
ables GI ,G2,G3 and G4•

In this way the statistical dependence between the failures of
A and B has been removed from the fault tree, and has been replaced
by the logical dependence among the literals of G. It is important
to point out that the new primary component G is privileged.
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We want to solve the state diagram of Fig. 5-1 in the asymp
totic case (t+oo).

We introduce the symbol Ej defined as follows

j=1,2,3,4 (5-9)

With reference to Fig. 5-1 we can write the following equations

(5-10)

Fig. 5-1. State diagram of super-component G.
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0 = }JA EI - (A " + JlB) E
2

+ A ' E4
(5-11 )

A B

0 = }JB EI - (A " + ~A) E3 + AA' E4
(5-12 )

B

0 = l-lB E2 + }JA E3 - (AA' + AB' + AAB) E
4

(5-13)

Eqs. 5-1]; 5-]2 and 5-13 refer respectively to the states
g2; g3 and g4 of the state diagram of Fig. 5-1. One can solve
of course the system of Eqs. 5-10 to 5-13 by using the Cramer's
rule. We use here another method. We solve Eq. 5-13 with respect

to E4' We get

l.lAl-lB
--.-...;;;....--- + E
AA' + AB' + AAB 3 A ' + A ' + 1A B "AB

(5-14 )

We replace E4 in Eqs. 5-11 and 5-12 by means of Eq. 5-14. We get

}.lAEI + E2
[AB'~B J AB'l.lA

- (A "+}.l ) + E3 = o (5-15)
.\ '+.\ '+A A B A '+A '+A. A B AB A B AB

and

}.lBEt + E2

AA'}.lB
+ E3 [

AA'}.lA
- (A "+~ J= 0 (5-t6}

A '+A '+1- A '+A '+A B A
A B AB A B AB

We multiply Eqs. 5-15 and 5-16 respectively by}.l and
subtract one equation from the other. We get fin~lly \-lA and we

where

= (5-17)

(5-18)
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and

(5-19)

We can riow condense together the states g2 and g3 of the state dia
gram of Fig.5-1 into a macrostate. We get the state diagram of Fig.
5-2.

~A+ ~B

Fig. 5-2. State diagram of super-component G obtained from that
of Fig. 5-1 by condensing the states g2 and g3 into
a macrostate.

In the state diagram of Fig. 5-2 the transition rates A and
~ are given respectively by the following equations

A =
A "E +A "E
A 2 B 3

E2+E3

=

,,, ,,,
cx21\A +cx3f\B

cx
2

+cx
3

(5-20)
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and

=
llBa2 + llAa3

a2 + a3

(5~21)

Eqs. 5-20 and 5-21 are obtained by applying the two condensation
rules (Eq. 4-20).

We can write now the asymptotic equations for the state diagram
of Fig. 5-2. We have

o = (5-23 )

(5-24)

The solution of the system of equations 5-22 to 5-24 is the following

=
AAB(A+ll) + (A '+A ')AA B (5-25)

(5-26)

and
(llA+llB) (AA'+AB'+AAB)

!::,
(5-27)

where

(5-28)
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From Eq. 5-17 we get

= (5-29)

and

By replacing in Eqs. 5-29 and 5-30 the term (E
Z

+E3) using
Eq. 5-27, we get respectively

(5-30)

and

=
az (~A+~B)(AA'+AB'+AAB)

a Z+a 3 ~

(5-31)

(~A+~B)(AA'+AB'+AAB)

~

(5-32)
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5.3 The method of the eonditional expeetation

The method of the substitution of the primary variables (seet.
5.2) ean in prineiple always be applied. There is howevera simpler
method whieh ean be applied in some eases frequently met in praetiee.

The problem of statistical dependenee in fault tree analysis
ean be redueed to the ealculation of the following expression

(5-33)

where
D. =

J
X

s

literal belonging to the unprivileged primary eomponent D

generie boolean variable

We indieate with I the Inhibitor of D.

We make the eonjunetion between the variables H., Xs and the
disjunetion of all the variables Ik (k=1,2, ••• ,m) belonging to the
Inhibitor I. We have

E { D." X ( = ~ E fD./\ X 1\ I
k

}
J s J k=l J s

(5-34)

The problem is redueed to the ealeulation of express ions of the
type

(5-35)

We have

(5-36)
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In same cases it is possible to demonstrate that

E tDjA~ 1\ I kJ = E [ Xs AI k J E { Dj , I k } (5-37)

Eq. 5-37 tells us that only the conditional expectations
E fDj I Ikl need to be known. These expectations are obviously
much easier to calculate than the expectations E {Dj I Ik AXs}
In addition their total number is lower. In fact, in the case
that Eq. 5-37 is satisfied, only the supercomponent G generated
by multiplying D with I needs to be considered. From the state
analysis ofG one can derive the required conditional expectations.
Super component G is the smallest privileged super component associ
ated with the unprivileged primary component D. Instead, in the case
in which Eq. 5-37 is not satisfied, a larger super component must
be considered because also the variables of component X must be
taken into account. We recall the discussion on the mesh size
made in the introduction. We can say that the mesh size required
to handle the problem of statistical dependences in the case in
which Eq. 5-37 is satisfied is coarser than that required to
handle the same problem in the case that Eq. 5-37 is not satisfied.

The problem now arises to find out when Eq. 5-37 is satisfied.

A special case is that in which a variable Y exists which
is statistically independent of Ik as well as of ßj and is such
that Yq Alk = Xs Alk (theorem of chapter 3).

If Eq. 5-37 is satisfied for any variable of the fault tree,
we say that the variable Dj is homogeneously dependetn of Ik'

5.4 Homogeneous dependence

We introduce the definition of homogeneaus dependence.

lJAn unprivileged literal Dj is said to be homogeneously
dependent on one of its inhibiting variables I k if the
conditional expectation of Dj. given any arbitrary im
plicant of I k (which does not contain any literal of D)
is equal to the conditional expectation of Dj given Ik'"

If we indicate with Xs an arbitrary boolean variable which
does not contain any literal of D, the boolean variable generated
by the conjunction between Ik and Xs is an implicant of Ik' The
primary variable Dj is homogeneously dependent of Ik if Eq. 5-37
is satisfied.
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The problem now arises how to find out that an unprivileged
component can be treated as homogeneously dependent on its In
hibitor I. We shall illustratethis problem by means of an example.

Let us assume that a binary component I is mounted in a system
"s" in such a way that it is not allowed to change its state if
a binary primary component D is in its failed state. If instead D
is in its intact state the failure and repair rates of I are
respectively AI and ~I. The failure and repair rates of D are
assumed to be respectively vI and PI if I is failed and,CYz and PZ
if I is intact. The other primary components which are not parent
to I are assumed not to affect the stochastic behaviours of land of D.

We consider the super-component G obtained by multiplying
the two components land D.

We introduce the following symbols:

I
I

and D) are the variables associa~ed with the failed states
respectively of land D.

I Z and DZ are the variables associated with the intact states
respectively of land D.

The state diagram of the super-component G is shown in Fig.
5.3.

A.I

\lI

Fig. 5-3. State diagram of a super-component G made of two
components.
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The meaning of the other symbols used in Fig. 5-3 is the following:

AI =

]11 =

0'1 =

PI =

0'2 =

Pz =

failure rate of I given that D is not failed.
repair rate of I given that D is not failed.
failure rate of D given that I is failed
repair rate of D given that I is failed
failure rate of D given that I is intact
repair rate of D given that I is intact.

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 5-3, we can write the
following two boolean identities

= (5-39)

and

= (5-40)

In the following
case (t+oo) only.
for state g(.

PI EtGIJ

we shall limit ourselves to consider the asymptotic
We can also write the following equation (Fig.5-3)

(5-41)

=

Taking into account Eq.5-39, one can also write

E {GI} + EfG3J = E fI I1

From Eqs.5-41 and5-42 it follows

E{GJ
E {lI}

and

(5-42)

(5-43)

= (5-44)
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\

We noti~~ that

E fGI} EtDIJ\ 111= E{DII1I} (5-45)
E f1 11 E{l I ]

and

E {G31 =
E{D2 AIJ

= E { D2 1 111E {l I } E{l IJ (5-46 )

From Eqs. 5-43 1md 5-45 it follows

EfDIIIIJ = °1
PI + °1 (5-47)

From Eqs. 5-44 and 5-46 it follows

EfD2 ,1 11 PI
= (5-48)PI+o l

By applying a similar procedure to G2 and G
4

, one obtains

E { DI I 12 }
E fG2 J °2= = (5-49)
E f121 P2 + °2

and

E [D2 J 12J =
E fG43=

P2

E {I2}
(5-50)

P2 + °2

We now condense the state GI and G3 on one side and the states
G2 and G4 on the other side. We get the state diagram of Fig.5-4.
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Fig. 5-4. State diagram of component I.

By applying the condensation rules given ~n section 4.2 (Eq. 4-20),
on gets

I.. ' = AI
EI G4J

AI EI D2 112 }= (5"':51)I
E {I21

and

II '
E {G31

E { D
2 11 1 }I III

E t1 1]
III (5-52)

Taking into account Eqs.5-50 ,Eq.5-51 becomes

I.. 'I =
P2

(5-53)

Taking into account Eq. 5-48, Eq. 5-52 becomes

II 'I =
(5-54)

In weIl designed and maintained technical systems (section 4.5)
repair rates are orders of magnitude larger than failure rates.
This is equivalent to writing
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P2 » <1
2

and

PI » <1
1

Eqs. $)-55 and 5-56 can also be written as fo110ws

(5-55)

(5-56)

P 2 N

=
P

2
+ <1

2

and

P 1 fII
=

PI + <1
1

Taking into account
respective1y

, ,...J

ArAr =

and

).Ir
, 2t J.l r

(5-57)

(5-58)

Eqs. 5-57 and 5-58, Eqs.· 5-53 and 5-54 become

(5-59)

(5-60)

From the state diagram of Fig. 5-4 and taking into account Eqs.
5-59 and 5-60 we can write

E {r1) ~
Ar

Ar + J.l r

and

Efr21N
J.l r

Ar + J.lr

(5-61)

(5-62)
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Eqs. 5-6] and 5-6Ztell us that the expectations of I] and
IZ are almost equal to the expectations that one would calculate
by assuming that the failure and repair rates of I are invariant
also with respect to the state occupied byD.lnother words we
would not make any appreciable error if we·· asstime that· I· is
privileged. On the other hand, since the conditional expectations
of the variables of D (Eqs. 5-47 to 5-50) clearly indicate that D
depends on I, we can conclude that I is a privileged master com
ponent (Le. an Inhibitor) and D is its slave.

According to what is said in section 4.Z let us consider an arbitrary
binary component. X. The two variables of X are assumed not to contain
any literal of D. The state diagram of Fig. 5-5 has been obtained
from that of Fig. 5-3 by expanding the variables of G with respect
to X. Component X is either privileged or unprivileged. In the latter
case we shall makethehypothesisthat ·thesystem'isstichthatthe
master variaoles'öf'X'dö'nöt'cörttairt'any'literal 'öf D. The above
assumption means that the stochastic behaviour of all other primary
components of the system which are not parent to I is not influenced
by the state occupied by component D. Under the above hypothesis
it seems reasonable to assume that the following equalities among
transition rates approximately hold (Fig. 5-5).

lim d]t E {D] AI] A Xz at t + dt ID]AI] J\X] at t}
dt..:a. 0
t .. oo

~ lim ]
E {DZ"I 1"XZ at t + dt I DZAI]AX] at t}=

dtdt ..... O
t-i" 00

;: lim ]
E {I] J\ Xz at t + dt I I] "X] at t} A]Z (5-63)dt-O dt

t~oo

at t} =

~ lim ]
dt ..... O dt E {DZ" I] AX] at t+dt I DZ"I]I\XZ at t}
t_ oo

lim
d t 400 0
t4- 00

dt
E {I] AX] at t + dt I I] AXz at t} = AZ] (5-64)
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Fig. 5... 5: State Diagram Obtained trom that
of Fig. 5 ...3 by Espanding it wit h
Respect to the Binary Component X.
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Um dlt E {D
Z

A I
Z

AXl at t + dt , D
Z
AI

Z
J\ Xz at t}

dt-O
t ..... 00

- lim 1
dt 0 dt E {D 11\ I Z AXl at t + dtl DIA I z1\ Xz at t}
t 00

=

= lim I
dt ....... O dt
t-lOo 00

and

(5-65)

lim 1
dt _ 0 d t E {DZ 1\ I Z 1\ Xz at t + dt 1 DZ " I Z 1\ X 1 at t} =

t-+ 00

- lim
dt-O
t_oo

- Um
dt 0
t B

=

(5-66)

The same hypothesis (i.e. the master variables of X do not
contain any literal of D) allows us to deduce that D and X cannot
change their states at exactly the same time due to a common cause.
This is equivalent to writing that the following diagonal transition
rates (Fig. 5~5) are equal to zero

In addition, since the stochastic behaviour of D depends only on
its Inhibitor I, the following equalities must hold (Fig. 5-5)
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AI3 A24 PI (5-68)

A31 = A42 Cf
l

(5-69)

A75 = A86 P2 (5-70)

A57 A68 = (J2 (5-71)

Finally it is reasonable to assume that the repair rate ~I

of I is invariant with respect to X. By taking into account the above
assumption and by applying the condensation rules (Eqs. 4-30 to 4-31)
betweeu the two state d:lagrams of Fig. 5-5 and Fig. 5-3, the following
relationship holds

(5-72)

We now condanse the states 5; 6; 7 and 8 of the state diagram of
Fig. 5-5 into a macrostate. We get the state diagram of Fig. 5-6.
Due to the condensation laws, the transition rates All' and AI2'
must obviously satisfy the following relationship

A + A A ' ~ AI I 12::' I I (5-73)

It is easy to demonstrate (by applying the condensation rules and
Eq. 5-72) that the two transition rates in Fig. 5-6 from state 3 to
state 5 and from state 4 to state 5 are both equal to ~I'

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 5-6 I we can write the
following equation

(5-74)

We have obviously

(J I EfD21\ I 1AX I1=

(5-75)
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Fig. 5- 6: State Diagram Obtained from that
of Fig.5-5 by Condensing the
States 5,6,7 and 8 of Fig, 5- 5 into
One Single Macrostate( Nr. 5 )
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We can obviously write

Taking into account Eqs.5-75 and5-76 , Eq.5-74 becomes

+

+

(5-77)

We divide both terms of Eq.5-77 by E {li "XII. Taking into
account Eq. 5-47 also, we get fram Eq. 5-77

We want to calculate now an upper bound for the term
"'zi E f I 1J /E {li AXl} in Eq. 5-78.

(5-78)

Far thi.spurpase we condens,e the two pairs of states (I and 3)
and (2 and 4) respectively inta twa macrostates we get the state
diagram of Fi.g. 5-7.

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 5-7, we can write
the following equation (state I)

We have obviously

(5-79)

E {i I AX2 } = E {I I} - E {I I AXI } (5-80)
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Fig. 5-7. State diagram derived by condensation from that
of Fig. 5-6.

Pram Eqs. 5-61 and 5-62 one gets

(5-81 )

Taking into account Eqs. 5-80 and 5":81, Eq. 5-79 becomes

=
A12 + A21 + ]11

A21 + ]11 AlllAI

(5-82)

From Eq. 5-82 we get

J:f; {I 1}
<

A12 + 11 21 + ]11

E {rlltxl} 1.
21

Taking into account Eq. 5-83, Eq. 5-78 becomes

(5-83)

(5-84)
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Eq. 5-84 can be written as follows

0'1

(JI+PI
7 (5-85)

Finally by neglecting the term 1..
12

+1.. 21 in Eq. 5-85 we can write

IJ'PI'" I

7 (5"':86)

Eq. 5-86 can be written as follows

(J I '
E {D I 111 AX I }~---

°1 '+ PI

(5-87)

where

0'
I

°1 + PI + 11 1
(5-88)

We go back now to the state diagram of Fig. 5-5 and we condense
now the states I; 2; 3 and 4 into a simple macrostate. We get the
state diagram of Fig. 5-8. We apply now to the state diagram of Fig.
5-8 the same procedure already applied to that of Fig. 5-6 and we
take into account that in weIl designed and weIl maintained technical
systems (section 4-5), failure rates are orders of magnitude smaller
than repair rates, that is

(5-89)

By taking into account Eq. 5-89 and by applying the same procedure
used in the case of the state diagram of Fig. 5-6, it is easy to de
monstrate that

= (5-90)

By loolHng at Eqs. 5-87 and 5-88, we notice that we· overestimate
the expressions of E {D I I 1 1AXI} and E {D

I
I 1 1} by setting

° 'I
(5-91)
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Fig.5"'8: State Diagram Obtained from that
of Fig.5"'5 by Condensing the
States 1,2,3 and 4 of Fig.S'" 5 into
One Single Macrostate ( 11)
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It is important to point out that the above assumption is conser
vativebecause Eq. 5~91 overestimates the occurrence probability
of a failed state.

The expressions E {D '1
1
J; E fDZI I z1; E {DZ r1/\ Xl } and

E {D
Z

I IZ~tJ roust Ge calculated respectively from the relationships

EfDtl I 1AxJ +EfDZI I 1!\X11=E[D 1 ' I 1J+ E[DZ/t t }= 1 (5-92)

and

In conclusion the following set of equations can be used for the
conditional expectations

° '1 (5-94)

(5-95)

(5-96)

and

Pz
(5-97)

where °1' is given by Eq. 5-88.

The use of Eqs. 5-94 to 5-97 offers the great advantage that
these expressions do not contain any transition rate of the arbitrary
binary component X. This is equivalent to saying that the variables
of D arehomogerieously deperident upon the variables of I. Eqs. 5-94
to 5-97 tell us in fact that Eq. 5-37 is satisfied for all variables
of D with respect to any arbitrary implicant of the variables of I.
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6. TRE BIPOLAR SWITCH

The bipolar switch is a statistically dependent component
characterized by two positions (bipolar) and by three states.
The two pos.itions. are these which the switch is
asked to take depending upon the value of the input signal. They
are closed and open. The three states are: intact, failed clo~ed

and failed open. Note that the position indicates the required
position of tre ~witch which is identical with its effective
position on1y if the switch is intact.

Fig. 6- 1. Schematic diagram of an electrical bipolar switch
(circuit breaker).

Fig. 6- 1 shows the schematic diagram of an electrical bipolar switch
(circuit breaker). The signal may be e.g. the state of another com
ponent. Fig. 6-2 shows a system consisting of an electrical genera
tor I connected to the grid through a circuit breaker D.

Grid

Fig. 6- 2. System consisting of a generator I connected to the
grid through a circuit breaker D.

The operating state of the system of Fig. 6-2 is: electrical
generator I is supplying electrical power to the grid through the
closed contacts of circuit breaker D. If 'the generator I fails,
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eireuit breaker D will open and the generator will be diseonneeted
from the grid. In this ease the input signal to D is the state of
the generator andexaetly position elosed eorresp~nds to generator intaet
and position open to generator failed. The two boolean variables
assoeiated to the generator (eorresponding respeetively to genera
tor failed and generator intaet) will eonstitute therefore the
master eomponent of D.

The master eomponent I will eontain two boolean variables,
namely

1
1

associated with state 1
1

(generator failed)

1 2
associated with state i

2
(generator intacd

Since the switch D has three states, there will be three

primary variables, namely

Dl
associated with state dl

(failed open)

D
2

associated with state d
2

(failed c1osed)

D
J

associated with state d
J

(intact).

We consider now super-component G obtained by multiplying
switch D and master component I. Super-component G is characterized
by the six states which one obtains by carry~ng out the cart~sian
product of the states of D and I in all poss1ble ways. The S1X
boolean variables assoeiated with super-component Gare:

GI = 1 1 1\ DI (6-1 )

G2 = 12 /\ DI (6-2)

G3 = 1 1 AD3
(6-3)

G4 = 12 A D3 (6-4)

GS = I I 1\ D2 (6-5)

G6 = 12 A D2 (6-6 )

The state diagram of super-eomponent G is shown in Fig. 6-3.
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Required Position: Open Required Position: Closed

Component I
failed

Component I
intact

Failed closed

Failed open

P1

A.I

Intact W2

~I

°1 °2

Fig. 6-3. State diagram of super-component G made of master com
ponent land switch D.

The state diagram of Fig, 6-3 depends upon some details of
the design of the electrical circuit and upon the repair strategy
of the system(generator + switch),

(a) The state of normal operation is g4' The failure of generator
I is accounted for by means of the transition from state g4 to g3
(transition rate AI)'
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(b) Electrical circuits are usually provided with additional con
tactors. When the generator fails, the circuit breaker will
open the circuit. However the additional contactors will be
opened before starting torepair the generator, so that
the generator windings will remain disconnected from the grid
also in the case in which the circuit breaker closes inadver
tently. This means that when the switch is already in the open
position and the generator is being repaired the two types of
failure namely switch fails open and switch closes inadver
tently, have exactly the same effect, that is the generator
remains &Eeonneetedm both cases. The two types of failure
can be lumped together is state gl (Fig. 6- 3 ). The failure
rate vI and the repair rate PI properly account for both
types of failure and repair. 1f instead during the repair of
the generator the additional eontaets are elosed (beeause of a
failure or of an operatingmistake) and the switeh eloses inadvertent
ly, the generator windings will be eonneeted to the grid (transition
from g3 to gS)' The failure rate ~l aeeounts for this type of
failure.

(e) When the repair of the generator I has been completed, the
circuit breaker will be tested (in order to check that it is
intact) before closing the additional contactors. After having
verified that the circuit breaker is functioning, the generator
I will be started, the additional contactors will be closed and
finally the circuit breaker will be closed. This means that the
return to the operating conditions (i.e. to the closed position)
can only take place from the state g3 of the state diagram of
Fig. 6- 3 (transition rate ].11)'

(d) When the switeh is intaet in the elosed pos1t10n (state g4 1n
Fig.6-3) and fails open, two possibilities exist:

(i) the failure of D eauses I to fail, i.e. transition from
g4 to gl with failure rate avZ where Vz is the failure
rate of D opening inadvestently and a is the eonditional
probability of I failing due to the failure of D.

(ii) the failure of D does not eause I to fail, i.e. transition
from g4 to gz with failure rate (I-a)vz '

(e) When the switch fails open in the closed position (i.e. opens
inadvertently, state g in Fig.6-3) the following actions will
take place: (I) the gefferator I will be immediately st~p~ed, the
switch will be driven in the open position and the add~t~onal
eontactors will be opened, (Z) the switch will be repaired and
(3) the generator will be started again. The three actions are
ptoperly lumped together in the repair rate PZ'
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(f) When the switch is in the closed position and fails closed
(state gh in Fig.6- 3), the failure will remain undetected
until eicher the next inspection occurs or the generator I
fails. For this reason two transitions are possible from state
g6 and exactly:

(i) If the generator fails before the failure of the switch is
detected and repaired, there will be a transition (transi
tion rate AI) from state g6 to state gs (Fig. 6-3), i.e.
the switch changes its pos~tion (from closed to open) but
it remains failed closed. As soon as the switch is in state
gs' the failure will be immediately detected and the switch
w7ll be repaired first (transition from gs to g3' transi
twn rate ( 1).

(ii)The failure of the switch is detected before the generator
I fails. In this case the generator will be immediately
disconnected from the grid 1;l,nd stopped. Since this type of
failure has the same effect as that of switch failed open
with I intact, we can lump it together with the latter
into state g2' We sha11 have therefore a transition rate
w2 from g6 to g2'

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 6-;3 , we can write the
following equation.

E{ G2} + E {G41+ E {G61= E { 12J (6-7)

We consider here only the asymptotic solution (t+oo). With reference
to Fig.6-3 , we can write the following two equations(states g6 andg2)

(6- 8 )

and

(6- 9)

Taking into account Eqs. 6- 8 and 6- 9, Eq. 6- 7 becomes

(6-10)
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and

(6-11 )

(6--12 )

From Eqs. 6- 9 6-11 and 6-12', we get

C1-C(h'2' w2 °2

ErD,1 1
2
5' E{G2J. P2 +P; AI +"2

E { 1211+(1-~)\J2,_+ (1 + _W2 ) °2

P2 Pz A1+wz

(6-13 )

With reference to Fig. 6- 3 we can write the following equations

and

E { G] J+ E [G3 ) + E {Gs1= E {I] 1
E{ G,] - :: E{ G3J+ ::2 E{G4J (6-15)

(6-16)

The system of Eqs. 6- 1''1 to 6-16 can be solved to give the three
quantities E {G3J ,E {GsJ ' and E {G] J.
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We have
E{G

3
}

= _.~::....-..-

E{l
1

}

E{l
2

}

1 ~ E{Il}

_av_~ E{ D
3

1 l
2
}l

P 1 - fJ
---------------~------- (6-18)

and

\1 1 E {l
2

}
- + ---=-
PIE {lI}
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With reference to Fig. 6-3 we lump now the states gl' g3 and gs
together on one side, and the states gZ, g4 aud g6 on the other
side. We get the state diagram of Fig. 6-4

Fig. 6-4. State diagram of the super-component G of Fig. 6~3

with the states lumped into twogroups.

The failure rate Ai and the repa1r rate ~i are given respectively
by:

A ' -=I

Är[E {D3J\IZ} + El Dzl\IzJJ +aV zE[D3 AI2}

EfD1A1zl + EfDzJ\Izl + E{D3I\ Izl

and

(6.,21)
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Taking into account Eqs. 6-11 and 6- 12 , Eq. 6- 20 becomes

A [ 1 + 0Z/(AI + ooz)J + a '0
A I

I 2 (6-22)I
(1-a)'02 °z °z ooz1+ :+ +-

pZ AI+ooZ pZ AI+ooZ

We point out that in we11 designed and weIl maintained technical
systems (sect. 4.5) the repair rates (PI;P];pZ;oo];and 002) are orders
of magnitude larger than fai1ure rates (AI; '01;'02.°1 and 02)' This
means that the following four relationships hold '

o/(AI
;: 00 ) « 1 (6- 23)2

°2/P2 « 1 (6-24)

Cl-a) '0 2/ P2
« 1 (6- 25)

and

002 /(\ + 00
2

) - 1 (6-26)

Taking into account Eqs.6-23 to 6-26., Eq.6-22 becomes simp1y

AI;; A + a'0I I 2 (6-27)

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 6- 4 we can write

E fI Z3 111
, P I

N I
(6- 28)=

E {I] } AI
,

AI + a'0
2
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In addition we have also (according to the requirements of sect.4.5)

'\
« 1

P1

°1
« 1w

1

and

aV 2
« 1

P1
(6-Z9c)

Taking into account Eqs. 6-Z9a to 6-Z9c it is easy to check that
Eq. 6-17 gives a va1ue of EfD31I1J very near to 1. For this reason,
from Eq. 6-21 we simp1y get

ll' ""
r III

Taking into account Eqs. 6-Z7 and 6-30 we can write

E {lI )
Ar+o.Vz=

llr+A1+avZ

and

E f1 Z}
III

=
llr+AI+o.VZ

(6-30)

(6-31)

(6-3Z)

Eqs. 6-31 a~d 6-3Z tell us that the expectation of 1
1

and of I Z are
almost equal to the expectations that one wou1d calculate by assuming
that the failure and the repair rates of I are invariant with respect
to the state occupied by D, provided that its failure rate has been
previous1y properly corrected (Eq. 6-Z7). In other words we would not
make any appreciab1e error by assuming that I is ptivileged.

We point out that
Är + av

2
« w2 (6-13)

Taking into account Eq. 6-33, Eqs. 6-11, 6-12 and 6-13 become
respective1y

E{ D3 II 2} - 1 (6-34)
(1- ~)v2 °

°2
1 + +-l +

P
2

w P22

E{ D2 II 2} '"
O2/w

2
(1- a)v 2 02 °2

(6-35)

1++- + -P2 w2 P2
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and v °z(1-'0:)-1 +

E{Dl!I Z} '"
Pz Pz (6 - 35)
(l-~)vZ ° °zZ1 + ---+- + -

Pz Wz Pz

We consider now in Eq. 6-19 the term

E {IZ} vI AI
-E {D

Z
I I

Z
} (6-37)

E {lI} PI . wl

Taking into account Eqs. 6-31; 6-32 and 6-3~we can write

V l )11 oziwz AI- - ~-~-.;;.--......=---- ~-~-

O-a)vZ °z
1+~~+- +

Pz Wz

In weIl designed and weIl maintained technical systems (section
4.5) the time required to repair a main component (the generator)
is usually much larger than that required to repair its associated
subordinate component (the circuit breaker). We have therefore

(6-39)

and
(6-40)

From Eq. 6-39 it follows that the term given by Eq. 6-38 is very
small. We observe that we overestimate the value of E{DlIIl}
if we delete in Eq. 6-19 the term given by Eq. 6-38. We point out
also that the deletion of this term in Eq. 6-19 is a conservative
assumption because we overestimate the conditional expectation of
a variable associated with a failed state. In conclusion we set

(VI + aVZJlIIAI ) /p 1

1 + vI/PI + 0l/wl

(6-41)
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We consider now 1n Eq. 6-18 the term

fl I

A +av
I 2

aV 2 (J1
(6-42)

Taking into account Eq. 6-40 and that in we11 designed and weIl
maintained technical systems we certainly have

av «A
2 I

(6-43)

We can conclude that the term 6-42 is smal1. We point out also
that the deletion of this term in Eq. 6-18 is a conservative
assumption because we overestimate the conditional expectation of
a variable associated with a failed state. In conc1usion, taking
into account Eqs. 6-12, we set

=
«(JI + )lI(J1/w2)/w1

1 + v1/ P1 + (J1/w1
(6-44)

Eqs. 6-41 and 6-44 can be written as fol1ows

(6-45)

and

(6-46)

where

V I =
1

(6-47)
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and

cr' =
1 1 -

(6-48)

The conditional expectation E {D3 !I
l

} can be calculated frcm
the following equation

(6-49)

Taking into account Eqs. 6-45 and 6-46, we get from Eq. 6-49

(6-50)

In conclusion the state diagram of Fig. 6-3 can be approximatively
replaced by that of Fig. 6-5.

We recall the theory of section 5.4 on homogeneous dependence.
If we assume that the bipolar switch is parent to none of the master
components of the system to which it belangs, we can say that the
bipolar switch is approximately homogeneously dependent. We have
to correct the failure rates vj al1d 0'1 by introducing a correcting coeffi
cient similar to that of Eq.5-88.The corrected failure rates are VI'
and 0'1', which are given by the following equations.

and

V "1
= V

1

V '+
1

V ' +
1

(6-51)

0'''=0 1

1 1
(6-52)

The tables af Fig. 6-6 and Fig. 6-7 give a synthetic overVlew
of the equations of the bipolar switch.



Requ ired Position: Open
Component I

Failed
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Required Position: Closed

Component I
Intact

v' =1

0' =
I

Failed open

Intaet

111

Failed closed

CJ 1 + ~I CJ z /Wz
I - ~ICJZ/wlwZ - Cl,VZ~I/AIPl

V Z' = CJ Z + (1 - CI, ) v Z

Fig. 6 -5: State Diagram Equivalent to that
of Fig. 6 -3.



v' =
1

C1' =
1

v "1 v '1
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C1 "1 C1 '1

C1
1
' +w + l.l

1 I (4)

(5)

(6)

Fig. 6-6. 1st Tab1e of the equations of the bipolar
switch
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(7)

1 + \) "/p + er " /w
1 1 1 1

1

l+\)"/p +er"/w
1 1 1 1

1

(8)

(10)

(11 )

(12)

Fig. 6-7. 2nd Table of the equations of the bipolar switch.
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7. FAULT TREE SYMBOLOGY

The graphical symbology of a fault tree which is being used
here is derived from that proposed by Fussell /7/ with some modifica
tions and some additional symbols.

The symbols have been organized in two tables, namely

A. Table of Variables (Fig. 2-1)
B. Table of Basic Gates (Fig. 2-2)

The two tables are self- explanatory so that onlya few additional
comments are needed for a correct use of the symbols contained in
them.

1. The House (Table of Variables) is used to modify the structure
of the fault tree. This is obtained by properly assigping to the
House either the constant value 1 or O.

2. Transfer IN and Transfer OUT (Table of Variables) are used 1n
the case in which a variable is at the same time an output
(Transfer OUT) from a gate and input (Transfer IN) to some
other gates which are located (in the drawing of the fault
tree) far away one from the other.

3. If an input to a gate (Tables of Basic Gates) is marked with
a point, it means that the input variable is complemented
(negated) be fore entering the gate.

For instance we have

B
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~o. Symbol Denomination Meaning
-

1 I I Rectangle Variable Description

2 0 Circle A primary variable belonging
to a. privileged component.

3 0 A primary variable belonging
Octagon to an unprivileged component.

A non-primary variable which
4 <> Diamond would require dissection into

more basic variables, but
that for some reasons has
not been further dissected.

Q
A variable whose domain of
definition contains only one

5 House value , that is a variable
which is constant and always
takes either the value 1 or o.

6
A connecting or transfer

6 Transfer IN symbol indicating a variable
entering the fault tree.

7 ls~ Transfer A connecting or transfer
OUT symbol indicating a variable

going out from the fault tree.-6.
Fig. 7-2. Table of variables



No. Symbol Denomination Boolean Output/Inputs Rules for the Generation of the
Notation Relationship Truth Table

Q -
1 NOT B = A B = 1 - A Output takes the value 1 if

predecessor takes the value 0 and
vice versa.

Q
n Output takes the value 1 if and

2 AND B= !\A. B=min(~;A2'-;An)
only if all predecessors take the

i=l 1
value 1, and the value 0 if at least
one of the predecessors takes the

A1 A2 An
value O.

8 n Output takes the value 1 if at
3 OR B= VA. B=max(Al ;A

2
· ;An ) least one of the predecessors takes

F-.
i=l 1 the value 1, and the value 0 if

and only if all predecessors take
the value O.

A1 A2 An

Note: A marked point at the input of a gate means that the input variable 1S

negated before entering the gate.

~

o
\0

Fig. 7-2. Table of Basic Gates.
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8. CONSTRUCTION OF A FAULT TREE. AN EXAMPLE

Fig. 8-1 shows a very simplified electric power supply system
(EPSS) consisting of the bus bars C which are supplied either py
the grid B or by the electric generator A. Grid and e1ectric genera
tor are connected in parallel to the bus bars respective1y through
the e1ectrica1ly operated circuit breakers Fand L. The dotted 1ines
(with arrows) indicate that the position (open or c1osed) of each
circuit breaker depends upon the state (fai1ed or intact) of the
component with which the circuit breaker is associated.

The circuit breakers in Fig. 8-1 are shown in the position
open (coi1 deenergized). In normal operating conditions both cir
cuit breakers Fand L are c10sed (coi1 energized) and the generator
A supplies e1ectric power to the bus bars C as we11 as to the grid
B. If the generator A fai1s the circuit breaker L opens and the
grid feeds the bus bars C. If the network B fai1s the circuit
breaker F opens and the generator A feeds the bus bars C on1y.
The function of each circuit breaker is that of disconnecting its
associated component (master component) when this fai1sdf the cireuit
breaker fai1s to open, no e1ectric vo1tage will be avai1ab1e at
the bus bars C.

The circuit breaker L has also the additional function of dis
eonnecting the generator A in the case that the grid B fai1s and
the circuit breaker F fai1s to open the circuit. This 1s in order to
avoid that a fai1ure of the grid causes the generator to fai1. Für
a similar reason the circuit breaker F will open in the ease in
which the generator A fails and the circuit breaker L
faUs to open the circuit. In addition, also in the case in which
both circuit breakers open the circuit (but e.g. not fast enough),
the possibility exists that A by fai1ing may cause the fai1ure of
Band vice versa(a fai1ure of B may cause A to fai1).

One can account for these cross corre1ated failures of A and
B by assuming that when A fai1s there is a probability that B fails
too (and vice,versa). This is equivalent saying that A is the master
of Band B is the master of A.

For the sake of simplicity it will be assumed in our examp1e
that the bus bars C by fai1ing do not cause any secondary fai1ure
of A as wel1 as of B.

The primary components with associated states are shown in
the table of Fig. 8-2. Here for each primary component the inhi
bitors are 1isted in the corresponding eo1umn. The master eomponent
(in our example A and B), are also shown.
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B

c

Fig. 8-1. Schematic diagram of a simplified electric power supply
system (EPSS).

Primary StateComponent

Denomination .Symbol Master Denomination Symbol ofCompo-
nent [primary

Ivariable

Generator A B :fa.i1ed Al

intact AZ

Network B A failed BI

intact BZ

Bus bars C failed Cl

intact Cz
Circuit failed open FIBreaker F B

F failed close< FZ

intact F3

Circuit failed open LI
Breaker L A

L failed closec LZ

intact L3

Fig. 8-Z. Table of the primary components of the EPSS.
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Note that in our example the master components of Fand L are
also primary components. However, in general the master components
are not primary (i.e. the variables belonging to them are not
primary). In this case additional information must be given to
identify these master components.

We can now proceed to define the TOP variable. The EPSS is
failed if no electric voltage is available at the bus bars e. We
have therefore

TOP = No voltage at bus bars e

We observe that the absence of voltage at the bus bars e is caused
either by the failure of the bus bars e or by the fact that no
voltage arrives at e. In this way we have dissected the TOP vari
able into the disjunction of two other variables namely "bus bars
e failed" and "no voltage at the input of bus bars e". This dis
section is graphically shown in Fig. 8-3, where the OR gate GOI
has the TOP as output and the other two above defined variables
as inputs.

We point out that the probability data associated with the
variable "bus 'bars e failed" are available from reliability data
banks. This variable is therefore a primary variable. We call it
CI and we draw a circle in Fig. 8-3 because e is a privileged
primary component (see table of Fig. 8-2).

We now dissect the variable "No voltage at the input of bus
bars e".

We notice that the absence ofvoltage at the input of bus bars C can
be caused either by a "non-disconnected failure or by an "inter
ruption of the continuity of the electric circuit". This dissec
tion is shown graphically in Fig. 8-4.

The process of dissection can be carried further on until all
variables are primary variables. The complete fault tree is shown
in Fig. 8-5. Note that the variables AI' BI, LI,LZ,L3, FI' FZ and
F3 are all represented by octagons because they belong tounprivileged
components.

The fault tree of Fig. 8-5 has been redrawn in simplified form
~n Fig. 8-6 without rectangles (i.e. without variable descriptions).

Since there are different possible ways of dissecting the
variables, different fault trees of the same TOP can be drawn.
The fault tree of Fig. 8-7 has exactly the same TOP variable of
that of Fig. 8-6. In general different people generate different
fault trees for the same TOP variable.



Bus bars C
failed
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TOP
No voltage at
bus bars C

No voltage at
the input of
bas bars C

Fig. 8-3. Partial fault tree of the EPPS (1st step)

TOP
No voltage at
bus bars C

Bus bars C
failed

No voltage at
the input of
bus bars C

Non disconnec.
fallure

Circuit
interru pted

Fig. 8-4. Partial fault tree of the EPPS (2nd step)



Network B
failed
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Fig. 8-5. Fault Tree of the EPSS.

Circuit
breaker L
failed open
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Fig. 8-6. Fault tree of the EPPS (without variable descriptions)

Fig. 8-7. Fault tree of the EPPS (Alternative)
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9. MODIFIED FAULT TREE. OCCURRENCE PROBABILITY OF THE PRIMARY
EVENTS

The probability data related to the primary variables of the
system described in the previous section are given in the table of
Fig. 9-]. These data have only the purpose to illustrate the method:
they do not refer to any particular existing EPSS. Here we assume
that all failure and repair rates of the primary components are
constant. The transition rates are identified as folIows. The primary
variable of the rowrefers to the state before the transition (state
of departure). The llumbe.c of the column identifies the state after
the transition (state of arrival). The two primary components A and
Bare characterized by two states (intact and failed). The failure
of each of the two above primary components is assumed to be caused
either inherently or by the failure of the other primary component.
We shall indicate with a] andb] respectively the failed states of
A and Band with a2 and b2 the intact states. The inherent failure
rates are respectively AA and AB (both constant). If A fails first
there is a constant probability KB that this causes the failure of B.
In this case ehe transition b2~b] is the conditioned transition and
the transition a2- a] is the conditioning transition. If instead B
fails first (conditioning transition b2~b]) there is a constant
probability KA that this causes the failure of A (conditioned
transition a2--a]). Both primary components A and B areassumed
to be repairable independently. The repair rates ]JA and ]JB are
assumed to be both constant.

We recall the theory of the bipolar switch of chapter 6. We
refer to Eq. 5 of the table of Fig. 6-6 which teIls ~s that the
failure rate of the generator I must be increased to account for the
failure of the generator caused by the associated circuit breaker
opening inadvertently (transition from g4 with failure rate aV2
in Fig. 6-3). The numerical values of AA and AB given in the table
of Fig. 9-] are assumed to have already been corrected for this
additional induced Jailure.

Since A is the master component of Band B is the master
component of A, the smallest privileged super component associated
with both of them is the super component Gwhich results from the
product of A and B.

The state diagram of super-component G is shown in Fi8' 9-2.

With reference to the state diagram of Fig. 9-2, we can now
express the primary variables of components A and B as functions
of the primary variables of G. We have

Al = G
I

VG
3

A2 = G
2

VG
4

BI = G
I

VG
2

BZ = G3VG
4

(9-1)

(9-2)

(9-3)

(9-4)

We now replace in .fault tree of Fig. 8-6 the primary variables
Al and BI with the new primary variables GI' G2 ; G3 and G4 by
making use of Eqs.9-] and 9-3. The new fauit tree is shown in
Fig. 9-3.
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Fig. 9-2. State diagram of the smallest privileged super-component
G associated with A and B.

In the fault tree of Fig. 9-3 the primary variables Al and B1
have been replaced respectively by the OR Gates GO] (inputs GI and
G3 ) and G06 (inputs GI and GZ)' Note that the primary variables
GI; GZ and G3 are represented by circles because they belong to a
privileged component. In fact their expectations can be calculated
by solving the state diagram of Fig. 9-Z. The new primary variables
have been introduced also in the fault tree of Fig. 8-] (see Fig.9-4).

We point out the G is a privileged primary component. Due to Eqs.
9-1 to 9-4, we can say, that A and B have become now privileged com
ponents. They are however not any more primary. We can therefore say
that B is the Inhibitor of the circuit breaker Fand A is the Inhibitor
of the circuit breaker L.

In other words in the fault trees of Figs. 9-3 and 9-4 the
survived unprivileged primary components (namely Fand L) have önly
master components which are privileged, i.e. Inhibitors.

The expectation of the primary variables G1; GZ; G3 and G4 can
now be calculated. We point out that the state diagram of Fig. 9-Z
and that of Fig. 5-1 are the same provided that
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Fig. 9 -3. Modified fault tree of the EPPS
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Fig. 9 - L.. Modified fault tree of the EPPS (Alternative I
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AAB = KA AB + KB AA (9-5 )

A' AB (1 - K ) (9-6)B A

A' = AA (l - K
B

) (9-7)A

A" AB (9-8)
B

A" = A (9-9)A A

We can therefore apply the theory deve10ped in section 5.2. We
consider here the asymptotic (t~oo) solution on1y. Taking into
account Eqs. 9-5 to 9-9, Eqs.5-18 and 5-19 become respective1y

and

We take the numerica1 va1ues of Tab1e 9-1. We get

~ -11 -3= 3.01 . 10 (hours )

and

(9-12)

(9-13)

a
3

10- 3 [ 10-4(10-4+10-5+10-3+10-3)-0.1.10-4'10-3+0.1' 10-5'10-3~

= 2.02 . 10- 10 (hours)-3

From Eqs. 9-12 and 9-13, we get

3.01 1O-1l

2.32 . 10- 10
0.13 (9-14)
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and

1 - 0.13 = 0.87 (9-15)

We write now Eqs.5-20 and 5-21 We get

(9-16)

and

( 9-17)

We can now ca1cu1ate ß (Eq. 5-28). Taking into account Eqs. 9-5,
to 9-9, Eq. 5-28 becomes

Taking into account the numerica1 va1ues of the tab1e of Fig. 9-1 and
Eqs. 9-16 and 9-17, we get

= 2.233 . 10-6
(9-19)

Taking into account Eqs. 9-5 to 9-9, Eqs. 5-25 ,5-31 and 5-32
become respective1y

A(AA+ AB) + J.l(KA AB + KB AA)

!J.
=

2.17.10-5(10-4+10-5)+10-3(0.1'10-5+0.1'10-4)

2.233 . 10- 6

(9-20)
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E{G
2

}
a 2 (].lA+ %) (AA+ AB)

0.13
(10- 3+10- 3 )(10-4+10- 5)

= = =a 2 +a
3 IJ. 2.233 10-6

= 0.13 9.85 10-2 = 1. 28 10- 2 (9-21)

E{G
3

} a3 (].lA+ ].lB) (AA+ AB)
0.87.9.85'10- 2= =a

2
+ a

3 IJ.

= 8.57 . 10- 2

We have also

(9-22)

(9-23)

We go back now to the tab1e of Fig. 9-1 and we consider the
circuit breaker F. The circuit breaker F is abipolar switch with
Inhibitor B. The theory of the bipolar switch has been developed in
chapter 6. By using this theory we can therefore easily calculate
the conditional expectations of the primary variables of F.

We shall use the equations 7 to 12 of Fig. 6-7 and we shall assurne
that the numerical values of the transition rates given in the table
of Fig. 9-1 have already been properly corrected according to the

, theory of the bipolar switch developed in chapter 6.

We have

=

-6
1+~

10- 2

~ 10-4
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=

=-------------
10-5

+ --2
10

(9-25)

-4 -3= 1 - 10 - 1.5 . 10 = 0.9984 (9-26)

(9-27)
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(9-28)

(9-29)

The conditional expectations of the primary variables of the
circuit breaker L can be calculated in a simi1ar way as we have
shown in the case of F.

The table of Fig. 9-5 shows the conditional expectations of
all primary variables of the fault tree of Fig. 9-3.
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Expectation
Primary Inhibiting Primary
Component Variable Variable Symbol VaIue

GI E {GI} 6 • 10-3

G
2 E {G

2
} 1.Z8.10- Z

G
8.57'10- 2G

3 E {G
3

}

G
4

E {G
4

} 0.8955

Cl E {Cl} z . 10-5

C
Cz E {C

Z
} 0.99998

F1 EI{FI} 10- 4

GI VG2 F
2

E1{FZ} 1.5 . 10- 3

F
3 EI{F3} 0.9984

F
F

1
E

2
{F

1
} 1.5 . 10- 3

G
3

VG
4 F

Z EZ{FZ} 5.10-4

F
3 Ez{F3} 0.998

LI EI {LI} 10-4

GI VG3 L
Z EI {LZ} 1.5 . 10- 3

L
3 EI {L3 } 0.9984

L
L

I
EZ{LI} i

1.5 . 10- 3
1

5'10-
4JGZ VGL. L

Z
E

Z
{L

Z
}

l L
3

E
Z

{L
3

} 0.998

Fig. 9-5. Tab1e of the expected va1ues of the primary
variables.
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10. BOOLEAN OPERATIONS

10.1 Generalities

The reader must become acquainted with some terms which are
currently used throughout this paper.

We say that a monomial X· is a "prime implicant" (minimal cut
set) of the boolean function top if (1) Xj implies the TOP (XjJ\TOP=X.)
and (2) any other monomial Y subsumed by X. (i.e. obtained from Xj byJ
replacing one of its literals with 1) doesJnot imply the TOP
(y 1\ TOP :f: y).

We shall call any disjunction of prime implicants, which is
equivalent to the function TOP, a "base of the function TOP". The
disjunction of all prime implicants has this property. We shall call
it the "complete base". We shall describe as an "irredundant base" a
base which ceases to be a base if one of the prime implicants occurring
in it is removed (deleted). Boolean functions may have many irredundant
bases. We shall call "smallest irredundant base" the irredundant base
having the smallest number of prime implicants. There may be more than
one base with the smallest number of prime implicants.

The identification of an irredundant base (or one of the
smallest irredundant bases) of the boolean function TOP of a fault
tree is carried out in three steps:

Step No. 1 Identification of the associated normal disjunctive form.
Note that the associated normal disjunct-ive form has been
already defined in chapter 2.

Step No. 2 Identification of the complete base starting from the
associated normal disjunctive form.

Step No. 3 Extraction of an irredundant base (or one of the
smallest irredundant bases) from the complete base.

After having identified an irredundant base of the TOP variable,
some other transformations are carried out to get the boolean func'
tion in a form more suitable for probability calculations.For this
purpose we have first to introduce the concept of simple boolean
function.

"A boolean function in said to be simple if it is possible
to express it as a conjunction between a monomial (keystone
monomial) and a norma~ disjunction of monomials, all monomials
(including the keystone monomial) being pairwise mutually
logically independent".
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According to the above definition we have that a simple boolean
function )(. is expressed as foliows:1.

n.
1.

'{ = M. ,,(VI P. ) 00-1)1. 1. s= 1.S

where the Mi and the Pis are non zero boolean monomials satisfying
the following two conditions

the monomials Pis are pairwise logically independent, that is
if a literal Aq appears in a monomial Pis' no other literal belong
ing to the same component will appear in any other monomial P.
( 1.r
r r s r;s = 1;2 ... ;n.).1.

each monomial p. 19 logically independent of Mi'
1.S

The last two conditions can be expressed in the following way

If

then

AND

If

then

A {\P. =P.
q 1.S 1.S

o r A /\ H. r M. andq 1. 1.

OrA Ap. r P.
q 1.r 1.r

A 1\ M. = M.q 1. 1.

OrA Ap. rP.
q 1.S 1.S

(r rs)

In other words a primary component A can appear only once in a
simplefunction Y.: either in the monomial M. or in one of the1. 1.
monomials P. .

1.S

We can now specify the step No. 4.

Step No. 4 Expression of the TOP as a disjunction of pairwise
mutually exclusive simple boolean functions.

This means that we want to get an expression of the TOP of the type

TOP =

Q

V
i=l

y.1. 00-2)
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The monornials Y. must be pairwise mutually exclusive, that ~s
].

i 'f k (i;k = 1;2 ... ;Q) (10- 3)

Taking into account Eq. 10-1, it follows from Eq. 10-3 that the
keystone monornials must be pairwise mutually exclusive, that is

(10-4)

The purpose of step No. 4 is tü get an expression of
the TOP which facilitates the operation of expectation. This will
become clear in section 11 of this paper.

In order to calculate the conditional expectations of the
unprivileged primary variables, it is necessary to identify
for each unprivileged primary variable its associated inhibiting
variable. We come therefore to the last boolean operation, that is
to the step No. 5.

Step No. 5 Identification of the inhibiting variables to be
associated with eaoh simple function.

10.2 Step No. 1 - Identification of the Associated Normal
Disjunctive Form

The variables of the fault tree are ordered in a list
(table of variables). The literals are first listed. The acceptance
criterion of a variable (gate) in the list is the following: the
variable is accepted i~ and only if the input variables to the
gate have already been accepted. If the gate satisfies the acceptance
criterion it~written in the list. The ordering process comes to an
end when all variables have been written in the list.

By simple inspection of the fault tree of Fig. 9-3 we get the
table of variables of Fig. 10-1.

The algorithm to identify the monornials of the associated normal
disjunctive form is the so called "downward algorithm" which is based
on the princip1e already described in /7/ by Fussell and in /8/. Some
additional features have been incorporated in the original downward
a1gorithm so that the NOT gate and the multistate components can be
handled. The a1gorithm begins with the TOP and systematically goes
down through the tree from the highest to the lowest variable, that
is from the bottom to the top of the ordered list of variables. The
fault tree is developed in a table (table of monornials). The elements
of the table are variables. Each row of the table is a monornial. The
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Ordering Variable Boo1ean Predecessors Successors
Numbers Relationship

1 C - - G01
1

2 G - - G06;G07
1

3 G - - G06
2

, 4 G
3

- - G07

5 L1 - - GOS

6 L2
- - GA3

7 L3 - - GAS

8 F1 - - G04

9 F2 - - GA2

10 F3 - - GA4

11 G06 OR G1 ;G2 GA2;GA4

12 G07 OR G1 ;G3 GA3;GAS

13 GAS, AND G07;L
3 GOS

14 GA4 AND G06;F 3 G04

lS GA3 AND L2 ;G07 G03

16 GA2 AND G06;F
2 G03

17 G04 OR F1 ;GA4 GA1

18 GOS OR L
1

;GA5 GA1

19 GA1 AND G04;GOS G02

20 G03 OR GA2;GA3 G02

21 G02 OR G03;GA1 G01

22 GOl(TOP) OR Cl jG02 -

Fig. 10-1. Tab1e of variables of the fault tree of Fig. 9-3.
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number of elements contained in a row is called the length ot the
row. Each time an OR gate is encountered new rows are produced (as
many as the number of input variables to the gate). Each time an
AND gate is encountered the length of the rows (in which the gate
appears) is increased. Each time a NOT gate is encountered the
input variable to the gate receives a negation mark. If a negated
non primary variable is dissected, the gate type is replaced by
its dual type (AND is changed into OR and vice versa) and the
negation mark is transmitted to all input variables of the gate.
If a primary variable is negated, it is replaced by an OR gate
which has as' input variables all the remaining primary variables
belonging to the same primary component.

The process of dissection comes to an end when all the elements
of the table of monornials are primary variables (literals).

In addition the three following simplification rules are applied:

1. Delete zero monornials, that is rows which contain at least one
pair of mutually exclusive literals.
Cjq A Cjk = 0 for q f. k (exclusion law).

2. Delete the repeated literals of a monomial (row).
Cj ACj = Cj (idempower law).

q q q

3. Delete any subsuming monomial, that ~s any row which contains
all elements of another row.
X

a
V X

b
= X

a
if Xa f\Xb = ~ (absorption law).

At the end of the process eachrow of the table of monornials
is a monomial and the disjunction of all monornials is the normal
disjunctive form of the TOP associated to the fault tree under
considerations.

We now apply the above described procedure to the table of
variables of Fig. 10-1. The example is self explanatory. We have

Ordering
Number

22

21

Boolean Identity

TOP = GOI

GOI = Cl VG02

G02 G03 VGAl

Table of
Monomials

rsl
~

~
l

G03

GAl



Ordering
Number

20

19

18

and so on.
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Boolean Identity

G03 = GA2 VGA3

GAl = G04/\ GOs

GOs LI VGAS

Table of
Monomials

Cl

GA2

GA3

GA1

Cl

GA2

GA3
G04 GOs I

Cl

GA2

GA3

G04 LI

G04 GA4

At the end of the process the table of monomials will be that of
Fig. 10-2.

We can therefore write the following boolean identity for the
TOP (we indicate from now on the conjunction A by means of the simpler
multiplication symbol ".").

(10-5 )
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If we now apply the above procedure to the fault tree of
Fig. 9-4, we get

-
Cl

F2
G

l

F
2 GZ

L2 G
l

L2
G

3

Gl F3 Ll

G
2

F
3 L

l

F
l

G
l

L
3

F
l

G
3

L
3

Fl Ll

Gl
F

3
L

3

00-6)

Fig. 10-2. Table of monomials of the fault tree of Fig. 9-3.

The two expressions 10-1 and 10-2 look very different. However
they are the same boolean fUQction. This will be shown in the next
section. Here we can say that it is not possible to prove whether or
not two boolean functions are equal by making use only of algorithms
which calculate normal disjunctive forms of boolean functions.
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10.3 Step No. 2 - Identification of the comp1ete base

Various a1gorithms for the identification of the comp1ete base of
a boo1ean function (step No. 2) are avai1ab1e from the literature /9/.
An a1gorithm due to Nelson /10/ is particu1ar1y convenient. This a1gorithm
consists simp1y in comp1ementing (negating) anormal disjunctive form of
a boo1ean function TOP (whic!L. from now on we also call cf> ) and then in
comp1ementing its comp1ement;. After each of the two comp1ement operations,
the three simp1ification ru1es (section 10.2) are app1ied to the resu1t.

Ne1son's a1gorithm can be described as fo110ws-
1. Comp1ement ~, expand ~ into normal disjunctive form and ca11

the resu1t F.

2. Comp1ement F, expand F into normal disjunctive form and ca11 the
resu1t K.

The disjunction of the monomials of K is the comp1ete base of
the boo1ean function

We now app1y the Nelson a1gorithm to our case, that is to Eq. 10-5.
By comp1ementing Eq. 10-5, we can write

TOP = C. Ci2VG1) . (i2V G2) . (12V G1) . (12" G3) .

. (G1VF3V11) . (G2V F3V 11)' (F1V G1V 13)'

00-7)

Now we have

Cl = C2
( 10-8)

Gk
= V Gq krq (k=l; 2; 3; 4) 00-9 )

q=l

3

F
k = V F krq (k=l; 2; 3) 00-10)

q=l q
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and
3

~
= V 1 kfq (k=l; z· 3) (10-11)q ,

q=l

By taking into account Eqs. 10-7 to 10-11, Eq. 10-6 becomes

TOP = CZ'(F1VF3VGZVG3VG4)'(F1VF3VG1VG3VG4)'

. (11V 13V GZVG 3VG
4

)· (11V 13VGI V GZV G4)'

'(GZVG3VG4VF1VFZV1ZVI3)'(G1VG3V G4VF1VFZV1ZV13)'

. (FZVF3VGZYG3VG4V 1 1V 1Z)'(FZV F3VG1VGZYG4V11 V1Z)'

(1O-1Z)

We execute the operations of Eq. 10-lZ and we app1y the three
simp1ification ru1es. We get

00-13)

We now comp1ement TOP and we execute all operations including the
app1ication of the three simp1ification ru1es. We get fina11y

( 10-14)

Eq. 10-10 is the comp1ete base of the TOP.

WepointoutthatEq. 10-14 and 10-6 (that is the fault trees of
Figs. 9-3 and 9-4) have the same TOP. The know1edge of the comp1ete
base of a boo1ean function is important also because it offers the possibility of
finding out if two or more fault trees have the same TOP.
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We can state the fo11owing criterion

"If two boo1ean functions have the same cOIpp1ete base they
are identica1".

Ne1son's a1gorithm was improved by Hu1me and Worre11 /11/ to
reduce the computing time. A modified Ne1son's a1gorithm which a110ws one
to handle mu1tistate components has been developed at Kar1sruhe /3/.
The execution times of the three a1gorithms .are compared in the tab1e
of Fig. 5-3. The examp1es have been taken from /11/.

Number of CPU time (sec)

Examp1e prime impli-
cants in Nelson Sandia Kar1sruhe
comp1ete base a1gorithm a1gorithm a1gorithm

(CDC6600) (CDC6600) (IBM370/168)

1 4 0.158 0.156 0.11

2 3 0.367 0.182 not performed

3 15 221. 418 0.391 0.26

4 15 1413.580 0.388 0.26

5 32 5300 (1) 3.868 0.42

6 61 4600° ) 303.657 1.03

7 87 6000( 1) 417.371 1.12

(1) h .. d' . h' h .T ese entr~es ~n ~cate t~mes at w ~c execut~on was
terminated without comp1eting the a1gorithm.

Fig. 10-3. Computationa1 times of different types of
Nelson A1gorithms.

10.4 Step No. 3 - Extraction of an Irredundant Base (or dne of the
Sma11est Irredundant Bases) from the Comp1ete Base.

Various a1gorithms for the extraction of the sma11est irredundant
base of a boo1ean function from its comp1ete base are avai1ab1e from
the literature /9/.
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A method, which is called the method of the expansion co
efficients, has been developed at Karlsruhe. The basic principles
of this method have been described in /3/.

A fast a1gorithm based on this principle has been developed at
Kar1sruhe /3/ which allows one to identify the smallest irredundant
base of a boolean function. The tab1e of Fig. 10-4 gives the required
execution times for the examp1es 3 to 7 of the table 10-3.

Number of Number of prime CPU time needed

Example prime impli- implicants in to identify
cants ~n smallest irredun- smallest irredun-
complete base dant base dant base (sees)

3 15 7 0.24

4 15 8 0.23

5 32 12 0.49

6 61 17 6.07

7 87 19 19.51

Fig. 10-4. Computational times of the algorithm for the
extraction of the smallest irredundant base.

An even faster algorithmfor the extraction of an irredundant base
(which is not necessarily the smallest) has been developed at Karlsruhe.

The algorithm can be described as follows

1. Select a prime implicant (say Xj) from a base of the TOP and call
aj the boolean function which results from the disjunction of the
remaining prime implicants.

2. Delete from a J all prime imp~icants wh~ch are mutually exclus~ve

with Xj. In eäch of the surv~ved mo~om~als replace by 1 all 1~tera1s

which are contained in Xj' Delete s~bsuming monomials. Call ßj t~e

boolean function which results from ,the disjunction of the monom~als

which have been generated by means of the above operations.
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3. Comp1ement ß" If_ßj I 0, the prime imp1icant Xj is kept in the
base. If instead ßj = 0, Xj is de1eted from the base.

The steps 1; Z and 3 of the algorithm are repeated for each prime
implicant Xj of the base. The starting base can be any base of the TOP.
In our case the starting base isof course the complete base.

We apply now the algorithm to our example, that is to Eq. 10-14.
We have

and

(10-15)

(10-16)

We delete now from a l the prime implicants G3'LZ and FZ'G2 because
they are both mutually exc1usive with X!, In addition we rep1ace by
means of 1 the literal Fl in the prime 1mplicant Fl ,G3 and the literal
~l in the prime implicant LI" GZ because both Fl and LI are contained
1n Xl'

We get

We complement now ß
l

and we get simply

-ß· =G'C 10
1 4 Z

(10-17 )

(10-18 )

Since ßllo, Xl is kept in the base, If we repeat the same procedure
for all the other prime implicants of Eq. 10-14, we shall find out that
all prime implicants must be kept in the base. This means that in our
example the complete base is irredundant, (see chapter 12 on coherent
boolean functions),

10.5 Step No. 4 - Expression of the TOP as a Disjunction of
Pairwise Mutual1y Exclusive Simple Boolean Functions.

We have the TOP as disjunction of the prime implicants "X,"
(irredundant base). J
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TOP

N

= V
j=l

X.
J

(10-19 )

where

N total number of prime imp1icants be10nging to the
irredundant base.

We now want to transform Eq. 10-19 in an expression of the type

TOP V
i=l

Y.
~

(10-20 )

where Yi are simple boo1ean functions (defined in section 10.1) which
are pairwise mutua11y exc1usive, that is satisfy the conditions (Eq.10-3)

Y•• Y = 0 i:f: k
~ k, (i; k = 1; 2... ;Q) (10-21)

(10-22)(i = 1; 2 ... ;Q)P.
~s

M.
~

Y.
~

In addition each Y. is of the form {Eq. 10-1)
~

n·
V~

s=l

where the M. and the P. are non-zero boo1ean monomials. The monomials
M. are ca11~d keystone~~onomia1s and satisfy the fo11owing conditions
~

i :f: k (i; k = 1; 2 ... ;Q) (10-23)

Q

V
i=l

M. = 1
~

(10-24)

A fast a1gorithm has been deve10ped to identify the keystone monomials.

One starts by se1ecting a litera1 of the most frequent primary
component in the expression of the TOP (Eq. 10-19). In the case of our
example (Eq. 10-14) the most frequent primary component is G. We se1ect
therefore GI'
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We have

(10-25)

We earry out the operation of eonjunetion between M. (Eq. 10-25)
and the TOP (Eq. 10-14). We get 1.

GI • TOP = GI

From Eq. 10-26 it follows

(10-26)

P = 1
1s

(10-27)

and therefore

We put now

From Eqs. 10-29 and 10-14 we get

( 10-28)

(10-29)

(10-30)

Sinee eaeh primary eomponent enters in Eq. 10-30 not more than onee,
we ean write

(10-31)

By app1ying the same proeedure we identify also Y3 and Y4
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and

00-32 )

At this point we observe that Eq. 10-24 l.S satisfied. We have
in fact.

4 4

V M. = V G· = 1 (10-33)
l. l.

i=1 i=1

Eq. 10-33 teIls us that all simple boolean functions have been
identified. We can write therefore

TOP = VY.
i=l l.

where

Yl
= GI

Y2 = G
2

'(Cl VLl v'F2)

Y
3 = G3 ' (Cl VF1VL2 )

Y
4

= G4' (Cl v' LI' F1)

(10-34)

00-35 )

00-36 )

(10-37)

00-38)

10.6 Step No. 5 - Identification of the 1nhibiting Variables to
be associated with each Simple Functi6n.

Since the primary variables belonging to adependent primarv
component have different conditional expectations Ctab1e
of Fig. 9-5) depending upon the inhibiting variable from which they
depend,it is necessary to identify the inhibiting variables associated

witheach simple function before proceeding to calculate its occurrence
probabi1i ty.

A simple algorithm is the following.
Let us assume that the simple function Yi contains a literal of the
dependent primary component D. Let us indicate with I k (k=l; 2 ... ;n) the
inhibiting variables of D.
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The following test is carried out

1. If a literal of D is contained in Pis and an inhibiting variable I kexists for which the relation

M.. P. . I
k

= M.· P •
1 1S 1 1S

(10-39 )

holds, the simple function Y
i

receives the mark I k .

2. If a literal of D is contained in the keystone monomial M. and an
inhibiting variable Ik exists which satisfies the equatio5

Y .• I
k

= Y.
1 1

( 10-40)

the simple function Yi receives the mark I k .

3. In all other cases the simple function Yi is replaced by the
following set of simple functions

with mark

Y. '1
1 n

"

"

"

" I
n

Note that at least two of the above newly generated simple
functions must be different from zero.

By applying the above algorithm to our example (Eqs. 10-35 to 10-38),
we get the table of Fig. 10-5.

The last column of the table of Fig. 10-5 indicates the conditional
expectations which must be used in the calculation for each simple
function and for each unprivileged primary variable.
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Simple Inhibiting Expected value
Function Unprivileged Primary Variable of unprivileged

Variable (Mark) Primary Variable

Yl - - -

LI GZ" G4 EZ{LI}

Y2
F

Z GI V GZ EI {FZ}

F
l G3V G

4 EZ{F1}

Y
3 L

Z GI VG3 EI {LZ}

LI GZVG
4 EZ{LI}

Y
4 Fl G3VG

4 EZ{FI}

-

Fig. 10-5. Table of the inhibiting variables to be
associated with each simple function.
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11. CALCULATION OF THE OCCURRENCE PROBABILITY OF TOO EVENT {TOP = l}

We now want to ca1cu1ate the expectation of the TOP variable, that
is the occurrence probability of the event {TOP = 1}.

E {TOP} = P {TOP = 1}

Taking into account Eqs. 10-20 and 10-21 we can write

(11-1)

E {TOP} =
Q

L
i=l

E {Y. }
1.

(11-2)

Takinginto account Eq. 10-22 and the fact that all monomials contained
in a simple boo1ean function are all pairwise mutua11y logica11y in
dependent, we can write for each Y.

1.

= E {M.}
1.

n.

t
s=l

s-l

E {Po }lT [l-E{P. })
1.S 1 1.qq=

(11-3)

Note the remarkab1e simp1icity of Eqs. 11-2 and 11-3. This is due
to the properties of the pairwise mutua11y exc1usive simple boo1ean
functions Yi. Note that the functions Mi andiPis are monomials. The
expectation of a monomia1 is given by the product of the expectations
of the primary variables contained in it. For the unprivi1eged primary
variables one uses the conditiona1 expectations which are identified
by the corresponding marks associated with the simple function Yi
(section 10.6).

We have shown in chapter 6 that the bipolar switch (circuit breaker)
can be hand1ed as an homogeneous1y dependent primary component. We
reca11 the theory of section 5-3. Given yn homogeneous1y dependent
primary variable D., an inhibiting variable Ik and a variable X which
does not contain arlY 1itera1 of the primary component D, the fo11owing
relationship ho1ds

E {D j I I k ' Xq } ?! E {D j I I k } ( 11-4)

Eq. 11-4 te11s us that on1y the conditiona1 expectation E {DjIIk } needs
to be ca1cu1ated.

In our examp1e (Eqs. 10-35 to 10-38 and tab1e of Fig. 9-5) we can
write

-3= 6 • 10 (11-5)
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Taking into account the expression of YZ (Eq.l0-36),and the conditional
expectations of the variables LI and FZ indicated in the. tab1e of Fig.
10-5 in correspondence of the simple function Y

Z
' we can write

E {Y
Z

} = E{G
Z

} [E{C
1

} + (1-E{C
1

}) E
Z

{LI} +

+ (1-E{C
1

})(1 -E
Z

{L
1

}) E
1

{F
Z

} ] (11-6)

By introducing in Eq. 11-6 the numerica1 va1ues of the tab1e of Fig.
9-5, we get

(11-8)

+

E {Y
Z

} = l.Z8.10- Z [Z.10- 5 +(1-Z.10- 5 ) 1.5'10-3 +

+ (1-Z.10- 5 )(1-1.5.10- 3 ) 1.5'10- 3J~ 3.9.10- 5 (11-7)

By app1ying the same procedure to Y
3

(Eq. 10-37)and to Y
4

(Eq, 10-38)
we get respective1y

E {Y
3

} = E{G
3

} [E{C
1

} + (1-E {Cl})

and

E {Y4} = E{G
4

) [E{C!} + (1 -E{C! })E
Z

{L!) EZ {F!3 ö

;; 2 • 10-5 (11-9)

By app1ying Eq. 11-Z to our examp1e we get fina11y.

=

(11-10)
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12. Coherent boolean funetiöns

In the literature great importanee is given to the eoneept of
eoherenee. Some authors /14/ argue that most teehnieal systems are
eoherent in the sense that the TOPs of the fault trees of sueh sy
stems are eoherent boolean funetions.

In the ease of systems with binary eomponents, a boolean fune
tion is said to be eoherent if it is monotonie with respeet to all its
basie variables. In /9/ it is shown (1) that no prime implieant of
a eoherent boolean funetion eontains negated literals (i,e. no in
taet state of the primary eomponents) and (2) that a eoherent boolean
funetion has only one base whieh is eomplete and irredundant at the
same time. Note that it ean be shown that the property number 2 is a
eonsequenee of the property Nr. 1.

The problem of defining a eoherent boolean funetion in the ease
of systems with multistate eomponents is not straight forward.

Some authors /22/ extend the eoncept oE a monotonic boolean func
tion to the case of multistate components by introducing an ordered
set of values for each primary component. This type of ordered logie
can be applied only to problems in which a decreasing scale of values
ean be assigned to the states of the primary components (from the in
tact state which is the least failed to the complete failed state
whieh is the most failed). Many technical systems however cannot be
treated by using an ordered logic. It would be in fact very hard to
decide whether or not the state "failed closed" of a circuit breaker
is more failed than the state "failed open". We have used in our paper
a non-ordered logic which can be applied in principle to any type of
problem. For this reason it is difficult to extend the concept of
monotonie boolean function to the ease of the boolean algebra with
restrietions on variables. We can however define a eoherent boolean
function by referring to a special property of its complete base.
The following definition is proposed

"A boolean funetion is said to be coherent if at least one
literal of each primary component does not appear in the
complete base of the function".

Note that the proposed definition is based on an extension of
the property Nr. 1 of the binary case. The above definition tells
us that each primary component must appear in the eomplete base of
the funetion with a number of literals lower than its total number
of states. For instance in the complete base of our example (Eq. 10
14) the literals associated with the intaet states of all primary
components (G",C

2
,F

3
,L

3
) do not appear in the complete base. Accord

ing to the definltion proposed above, we can therefore say that our
TOP (Eq.l0-14) is a coherent boolean function. In addition it is
not difficult to demonstrate that a coherent boolean function has
only one base which is at.the same time eomplete and irredundant/23/.
This is the same as property 2 in the binary case. In the case of
our example (Eq. 10-14) we have verified that the complete base is
also irredundant (see section 10.3).
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The concept of coherency is very important because, if it is known
in advance that a boolean function is coherent, one can enormously
simplify the algorithm for the identification of the complete base
(section 10.2). It is in fact possible to demonstrate that the follow
ing rule holds

"The complete base of a coherent boolean function can be ob
tained from any of its normal disjunctive forms by replacing
by 1 all literals which are known not to appear in the complete
base and by applying the absorption rule among the monomials'~

We apply now the above rule to our example. We write again the associated
normal disjunctive form (Eq. 10-5)

(12-1 )

Let us now assume that, due to some technical considerations, we al ready
know that the literals associated with the intact states of the primary
components will not be present in the complete base. These literals are:
G

4
;F;L and C2 . We replace now by 1 the above literals in Eq. 12-1. We

get 3 3

TOP = Cl VFZG1V FZG2VLiGl VLZG3 VG 1 • 1 . LI VG2 . 1 . LI V

VFiGjlVFiG31 VFiLl VG( 1·1

Eq. 12-2 can be written as follows

Eq. 12-3 contains the monomial GI which is implied
LZG; G'L and FiGl' These monom~als can therefore
rul~).E4.112-3 becomes finally

(12-3)

by the monomials F2G1;
be deleted (absorption

(12-4)

We point out that Eq. 12-4 is identical with Eq. 10-14 which has been
shown to be the complete base of the TOP.

An extensive and exhaustive treatment of coherent boolean functions
in the case of multistate components goes beyond the limits of this paper.
The problem of coherency will be treated in another paper which is being
prepared /23/. It is important to point out at this stage that the greatest
problem is that of recognizing in advance whether or not a boolean function
is coherent and of identifying in advance which literals wiLl not appear in
the complete base. Whilst most technical systems appear to be coherent, to
the best knowledge of the author there exists no general mathematical rule
which allows one to establish "a priori" the coherence of any system, except
of course in the case in which the intact literal of each primary component
does not appear in the associated normal disjunctive form of the fault tree.
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13. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The theory described in this paper is a powerful tool for the
analysis of fault trees containing multistate (two or more than
two states) primary components which can be statistically in
dependent as weIl as dependent. This means that a very wide
spectrum of problems (which are met in practice) can now be
solved analytically by applying this theory.

2. A new definition of fault tree has been suggested. In contrast
to the old definition the basic boolean variables are not any
more associated with the primary components but with the states
of the primary components.

3. A special type of boolean algebra has been developed: this is
the boolean algebra with restrictions on variables.

In contrast with the multivalued logic approach /6/) the basic
rules of the boolean algebra with restrictions on variables are
the same as those of the traditional boolean algebra with some
additional rules due to the restrictions.

In addition) due to the fact that the variables are binary) the
operation of expectation of variables can be used for the calcula
tion of the occurrence probability of events.

4. In the state analysis the net of states considered is character
ized by a very fine mesh. The net used in the fault tree analysis
has instead a much coarser mesh. Since the problem of statistical
dependence among components (such as cornrnon mode failure) affects
the fine structure of a system) the coarse mesh used in the fault
tree analysis is not suitable to handle the problem of statistical
dependence. On the other hand the fine mesh used in the state
analysis) although it would be suitable to cope with statistical
dependence) is much too fine to handle complex systems.

It is therefore clear that an intermeidate mesh size is required
for the analysis of statistical dependencies in complex systems.
This mesh must be fine enough to retain the basic properties of
statistical dependence and sufficiently coarse to still allow
one to analyze complex systems.It has been shown that this
can be obtained by properly combining fault tree analysis with
state analysis. The boolean algebra with restrictions on variab
les is the mathematical tool which allows this synthesis.
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5. The definition of component has been generalized. A new classifi
cation of components into two groups privileged and unprivileged
has been proposed. It has been shown that this classification
eases the calculation of the expectation of a stochastic boolean
variable especially in the case of statistical dependence.

6. The problem of statistical dependence has been solved either (1)
by removing it, that is by replacing in the fault tree the
statistically dependent primary variables by means of "ad hoc"
new defined primary variables, or (2) by evaluating separately
(by means of the state analysis) the conditional expectations of
the dependent variables. The theory then provides the tools for
correctly incorporating these conditional expectations in the
fault tree analysis.

Criteria to establish which one of the two methods should be
chosen have been given in the paper.

7. A new definition of coherency has been put forward in this paper.
We recall it again

"A boolean function is said to be coherent if at least one literal
of each primary component does not appear in the complete base of
the function".

In chapter 12 it has been shown that the above definition is consi
stant with the old definition which applies only to systems with
binary components. A simplified algorithm for the identification of
the complete base is also given in chapter 12. Since the use of this
simplified algorithm is limited to the case of coherent systems only,
one is bound to use in the general case more complex algorithms like
the Nelson algorithm (section 10.3).

8. The method uses also an expression of the TOP variable as a
disjunction of pairwise mutually exclusive simple boolean
functions. This eases the calculation of the occurrence probability
of the top event.

9. The analytical computer code MUSTAFA 1 based on the above theory
has been developed. It can handle fault trees of systems containing
statistically independent as weIl as dependent components with
two or more than two states.

MUSTAFA 1 can handle coherent as weIl as non coherent boolean
functions.
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A samp1e problem ahs been ana1ysed by using MUSTAFA 1. The
problem contained three different types of dependencies which
are commonly met in practice, name1y (1) common mode fai1ure,
(2) components characterized by fai1ure rates which take values
which depend upon the occurrence of some non-primary events, and
(3) the case of a component whose repair affects the operation
of another component.

MUSTAFA I solved the problem successfully.

10. An important feature of MUSTAFA 1 is that of allowing the iden
tification of the complete base of a boolean variable. This
gives the possibility of comparing different reliability analy
ses of the same system at the level of events.

The comparison among different reliability analyses of the same
system must be carried out not only at the level of probabilities
(as it is usually done) but also at the level of events. In fact
two TOP events, although they are different, could have the
same occurr~nce probability. On the other hand two fault trees
of the same system, although they look different, are equal if
they have the same complete base. This has been shown in this
paper.

In addition a system was given to three different persons. Three
different fault trees were generated for the same TOP variable.
The three associated normal disjunctive forms (output from the
downward algorithm) were calculated and they looked remarkably
different from each other (large differences in the total
number of monomials as weIl as in their compositiön). However,
it was possible to verify that the three functions were identical
by calculating the complete base which proved to be exactly the
same for all three fault trees /20/.

It is not possible to carry out in general this type of comparison by
using the conventional analytical programs (e.g. /7/) because
these programs, in addition to the limitation of handling fault
trees with only binary components, cannot handle negated variables.
In other words the use of these programs allows one to handle
only a very special class of fault trees, namely those fault
trees in which the associated normal disjunctive form is identical
with the only base which is at the same time complete and irredun
dant.

The problem of comparison among fault trees is becoming more
important because the confidence in the reliability analyses
of systems will increase if the analyses are carried out by
different and independent organizations.
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The knowledge of the eomplete base eases also the identifieation
of the primary eomponents whieh most eontribute to system un
availability. This has been shown in the analysis of the
emergeney eore eooling system of the nuelear fast reaetor SNR
300 /20/.

Finally it is worthwhile to point out that the adoption of
computer programs for automatie fault tree construction /18/
will require the use of the boolean algebra with restrietions
on variables. These programs in fact generate non-conventional
fault trees which cannot be in general analyzed by the conven
tional computer programs for fault tree analysis which are
being used today.

A computer program is being developed at Karlsruhe /19/ to
properly couple the basic theory of automatie fault tree
construction with the theory developed in this paper. The
use of this computer program will allow one to identify the
complete base of a boolean function without even drawing a
fault tree of the system. This is the same as saying fault
tree analysis without fault treel
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